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INTRODUCTION
PHYSICAL L/iEDICINE
The Definition
;
The Am erican Medical Association .— In 1944 the tevro.
|l Physical L'edicine was adopted in place of the one previously
used. Under this definition physical medicine is described in
I
the following statement:
"This extensive field of rredlcal practice includes the
1 the eirploynent of the physical and other effective
properties of light, heat, cold, wster, electricity,
rrassage, ranipulation , exercise and irechanicel devices for
physical and occupational therapy, in the diagnosis or
treatirent of disease."^
The Status
Physical Ledicine at present .-- This fonr of medical
practice has changed considerably in the pest several years.
It is now in what may be considered the most important phase of
Its trans 'tional developm:ent . The Impetus gained, following
World ;/ar T, when it was lifted from^ the grip of charlatons and
given a rightful position among the medical arts, was ec-
compllshed largely by the support of its unqualified acceptance
into the Medical Department of the United States Army.^ The
'•Wilbur, Ray Lyrr-an , k . D
.
, Cha i man , Report of the Baruch
Committee on Physical Medicine . April, 1944, p. 1.
^Strickland, Benjamin A., Jr., Lt . Col., "Physical Ivedicine in
the Armiy", Archives of Physi cal Medicine, Vol. 28:229, April,
1947 .
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advent of World War II resulted in a second period of high
acceleration. Primitive man is known to have used F.easures of
physical therapy and discussions of its use are found in the
writings of Hippocrates, the father of iredical practice, about
the year 430 B.C. Therefore, it F.ay be considered one of the
oldest forms of treatment. So many modern proceedures, however,
have been added to its original concepts that it has now taken
on the appearance of a new form, of therapy.-^
The survey of 1944 .— This study of the broad field of
physical medicine was made by a committee of men outstanding in
the fields of physical medicine and science. At the outset the
following statement concerning plans and policies was adopted:^
"This Committee, financed by kr. Bernard M. Baruch,
is to make a study of the broad field of the use of
physical proceedures and facilities in the care of the
s^'ck, and is to make a report on the programis deemed best
to advance the development of adequate educational and
tra-^ning plans and places in the United States. Particular
attention will be paid to ways in which physical medicine
can contribute m.ost in the care of soldiers and sailors."
The committee submitted both an immediate and eventual program
of recommendations to be considered in spearheading a long
range program, which would be of lasting benefit to hum,anity.
The result of this study was the initial grant to physical
medicine of one million, one hundred-thousand dollars by Mr.
Bernard M. Baruch in honoring his father. Dr. Sim.on Baruch, a
pioneer of physical medicine during the period of his services
•Council on Physical Therapy, Handbook of Physical Therapy/-
,
American kedical Association, Chicago, 111., 1939, p. 13.
I,
4^
as physician at the time of the Civil Vi/ar. The high purpose
of this grant was the advanceirent , and encouragerent of
research, teaching and training in the field of physical
iredicine; and to bring the benefits of this branch of medicine
to the rehabilitation of persons maimed in war, industry, or
by illness
.
^
Use of physical agents in such fields as industrial
medicine, in the problem.s of v^artim.e rehabilitation, in the
treatment of diseases of the nervous system., and in the pre-
vention of diseases in muscles and joints has increased the
need for adequate knov/ledge. The Summiary of the First Annual
Report of the Beruch Committee on Physical Medicine^ is,
therefore, of special interest for it outlines the progress
made in attaining the objectives of a program: being carried out
on a national scale. As recommended by the Gomirittee, and for
the first time in the history of medical education, the
establishm:ent of teaching and research centers, together with
the establishment of fellowships and residencies in physical '
medicine in all approved medical schools, is being fully carried
out.^ The magnitude and stabilizing effect of the generous and
Krusen, Frank H., k.D., "Summary of the First Annual Report of
the Baruch Com.mittee on Physical Medicine", Archives of
Physical Medicine , Vol. 27:97, February, 1946.
^Loc. ci
t
.
^Kovacs, Richard, K.D., "Progress in Physical Medicine During
the Past Twenty-five Years", Archives of Physical Medicine
,
Vol. 27, August, 1946, p. 476.
«
4huiranl tarlen gift by hv, Bernard M. Baruch for the advancement
of physical rredicine can be appreciated in the light of the
increasing need for, and application to, all branches of
ired^cine. Thus, through the knowledge gained in research
physical iredicine has been raised from an art to a science.

CHAPTER I
A SURVEY TO DETERtilNE THE SUITABILITY OF
FID.1S FOR USE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY
The Problem
The purpose .-- The objectives of this survey are:
1. The coicpilation of a list of those ir:Otion picture films
which may be suitable for teaching or demonstration purposes in
the field of Physical Therapy, and including such data as will
facilitate select-^on end procurement of films by accredited
individuals or groups interested in their use.
2. The group reviewing of a selected list of films
procurable on a loan-free basis, for the purpose of subjective
evaluation on the graduate and undergraduate level.
Physical Therapy Teclrmi clans
The technical application of physical medicine .-- Technical
assistance is necessary in carrying out the measures of physical
therapy prescribed by the physician. This is true, especially,
|
in institutional v/ork where treatment is carried out on large
num.bers of patients over a period of timie; as for Instance, in
the rehabilitation of those Injured in war service and
|
industrial accidents, or on those afflicted v;1th the crippling
after-effects of infantile paralysis.
|
Strickland, In speaking of Physical Medicine in the Army,
makes mention of the fact that it is generally unknown that in
Hi
World War I, physical reconstruction units were functioning in
thirty-five General Hospitals and eighteen Base Hospitals
scattered throughout the United States. However, it was not
until 1934 that the American Medical Association, cooperating
with the Council on Medical Education and Hospitals, and the
Council on Physical Therapy, established a prograir of standard-
ization for schools of Physical therapy technicians. In con-
junction with this prograir, the American Congress of Physical
Medicine established the American Registry of Physical Therapy
Technicians.^ The By-Laws'^ of the latter organization describe
a registrant as a person:
"(1) Qualified to administer physical therapy or the
proceedures employed in physical therapy on the
prescription and direction and under the supervision of a
qualified physician and
(2) vVho has m.et the minimal standards set by the Board and
has further demonstrated his or her qualifications on
exam.ination by the Board."
As of the present time, the Council on Kedical Education
and Hospitals of the American tfedical Association has approved
twenty-five schools in the United States for the training of
physical therapy technicians."^ This is an increase of nine
^Op. cit . , Strickland, p. 230.
^Op. cit . , Kovacs, p. 476.
^Board of Registry, By-Lav;s of the /jrerican Registry of Physical
Therapy Technicians , Chicago, Illinois.
4Council on Medical Education and Hospitals of the American
ifiedical Association, "Approved Schools for Physical Therapy
Technicians", Archives of Physical Medicine , Vol. 29, January,
1948.
1
'
schools since the outbreak of Yiforld War IT v/hen sixteen schools,
including the Army's V-alter Reed Hospital at V/ashlngton, D.C.,
were in exl stance. During the war years, the prograrr of
training of physical therapy technicians for service in the
Anry of the United States was enlarged to the extent that seven
amy hospitals becaire approved training centers.
Iirportance of the Problem
^lOtion pictures in physical therap:/- training .-- V/ith the
ending of active warfare, all army schools of physical therapy
were discontinued, leaving the teaching entirely to civilian
institutions. It may be considered that the stimulating
advancement of physical medicine as an outcome of human
destruction brought about by war, coupled with the material
support offered by the Baruch grant, has resulted in m.any
programis of specialized study being offered as advanced
education to qualified physical therapy technicians by many of
the approved schools throughout the country.
At the present tlm:e, many of the valuable techniques born
of the expediency of war, are being applied to the practice of
civilian m.edicine. As expressed by P. A. Hellerbrandt
,
M.D.,-^
"Knowledge as to how miUch can be done to Improve the general
physical and mental fitness of Injured men during hospital-
ization and thereafter is one of the outstanding
contributions of war medicine, and it is our duty tc
Incorporate that which is applicable to the enlightened
, IHellsrbrandt , F. A., M.D., "Adaptability of Present Day
'Concepts of Convalescent Training and Physical Rehabilitation
ilto the Civilian Practice of Medicine", Archives of Physical
I^ied-i cine
.
Vol. 27, March, 1946, p. 140.

practice of civilian F.edicine."
One of these techniques of service-t raininp vhich reached a
hitherto unknov;n height during World War II, was the extensive
use or visual aids in many areas of war effort. The Baruch
Report 1 speaks oi the value of motion pictures as a ireans of
acquainting the inedical profession in general with the subject
of rehabilitation and specifically recoirirends an airple motion
picture library of teaching filirs available for all teaching
activities. That there is a trend towards the fulfillirent oi*
th*s recommendation is evidenced by the fact that now the
iSurgeon General's Cffice of tlie United States Arrry and the
Bureau of l-iedicine and Surgery of the United States Wavy are
making available misny of the V/ar Department films for use by
[Civilian medical groups.
Motion pictures, which miay be useful in the field of
physical therapy for teaching or demonstration purposes, are
[film.s of a specialized, highly technical nature. The national
|Organization of physical therapy technicians, Am.erican Physical
Therapy Association, has issued, recently, a listing of possible
film, sources. No other attempt at compilation has been made in
the field. The Veteran's Administration, Department of
l/'edicine and Surgery, has also issued, since this project was
put in operation, a list of m^edical films which it was suggested
may be useful in Veteran's Administrations for pi'ofessional
training. The foreword of this listing points out that no
t ^
9•
complete catalogue of Fed?cal f5 iFiS Is in existence in America
today. Therefore, v;ith the purpose of exploring the field for
the i!:otion pictures which iray be useful in physical therapy,
this study is being made.
^Chief Medical Director, L5 st of Medical Films which may be
used in Professional Trairin;'?;, Veterans Administration,
Washington, August, 1947.

CHAPTER II
TEACHING WITH THE SUPPLETaENTAL USE OF VISUAL AIDS
Advantages to be Found
In the specialized needs of wartime training; . - - The
Impetus of war and the resulting widespread use of non-
theatrical filirs in active rrilitary training, civilian defense,
and the production of wartime needs contributed to the rapid,
efficisnt training in various skills by large masses of the
population. 1 Hoban makes the statem.ent that the contribution
of rrotion pictures is a different kind of experience than that
which is found in text books and lectures and that in this
difference lies the crux of the role of films in education.
2
McDonald agrees with this. In his book he emphasizes the fact
that the importance of books is not endangered by the use of
films in teaching; that the use of the m^otion picture can
illustrate and clarify action and processes which are difficult
to describe in words. In the specialized situation induced by
the needs of wartime training, there v/as great opportunity for
observing the value of the motion picture.
•'"Hoban, Charles P., Jr., Focus on Learning ; American Council on
Education, Washington, D.C., 1942, p. 9.
^Op . cit . , Hoban, p. 23.
cDonald, Gerald D., Educational I:.otion Pictures and
Libraries , The American Library Association, Chicago, 1942,
p. 12.
-10-

In the field of teaching .— As pointed out by those
concerned with the psychology of learning, great stress is
placed on the role of perceptual experience. Kingsley, in his
discussion on the relations and organization of the sensory
field in perception, makes the claiir:
"All leaming is based directly or indirectly upon
observations irade by ireans of the sensory irechanisms . The
perception of objects or events is essentially a process
of organization and finding significance in the sensory
experiences aroused by the external situation. "1
Photographic presentations irake a keen impression on the irlnd
and it is cons?dered by those in authority that the keener the
impression the more retentively it is neld in memory. 2 'fhe
supplemental use of the motion picture in teaching can thus be
considered an aid in facilitating the understanding and
interpretation of the written op spoken word. Words derive
meaning from- perceptual experience.'^ The elimination of
irrelevant elem:ents increases tne pov^er of memory retention.
There is the highly desirable factor of m.otion which
renders continuity in the action under discussion.'^
^Kingsley, rIov;ard L., The Nature and Conditions of Learning
,
Prentice-IIell, Inc., 1946, p. 144, New York.
^School and Society, "Audio Visual Techniques in Education",
School and Society , Vol. 63:129, February 23, 1946,
'^Corey, S. 11., "Imiportance of Perceptual Learning", Educational
Screen, Vol. 24:394, November, 1945.
'^Dent, Ellsworth C, Audio Visual Handbook , The Society for
Visual Education, Inc., Chicago, Illinois, 1939, p. 109.

It becomes a total situation perceived with the aid of other
senses. In the learning experience, this can he brought to
the student by ireans of the irotion picture carriera wherein
manipulation of the instruirent in filming penrits freedom of
focus and the achievement of the best possible views. This is
of special advantage in the teaching of certain skills, as for
instance, that of surgery, which is not easily demonstrable
I
before large audiences.-'- By means of the telescopic and
microscopic lenses, time lapse photography, and the analytical
action of slow m.otion in motion picture films, new vistas in
i the manner of presentation and appreciation of scientific
subjects have been opened up.^ This creates still another
advantage to be gained by the use of films in the teaching
field and that is through its stimulation to further activity.
3
' Dale regards learning which is supplemented by the use of
audio-visual aids as an enriched educational experience.
"Learning that is acquired mechanically is almost always
forgotten, whereas rich experiences are almost always
retained, as memorable events in them.selves or in the fom:
of intellectual deposits. If learning can become a rich
experience, the problem of forgetting can be managed."^
I
H.onroe, W. S., editor. Encyclopedia of Educational Research
,
; The Kacmillan Co., 1941, p. 1306.
I
^Op. cit .
.
Koban, p. 30,
^Op. cit
. ,
Dent, p. 3.
I 4
I
Dale, Edgar, Audio Visual Methods in Teaching; , The Dryden
Press, New York, 1946, p. 4.

The Application of Service-techniques to Civilian Training
Systeir of coordination developed in the Services *— The
developirent of the 16 lijn projector and non-inflamable film in
1920 F-arked the theoretical introduction of the use of ir.otion
pictures for school use.-*- The introduction of sound in the
early 1930' s increased their usefulness. However, it was not
until the U.S. Army and Navy developed system.s geared to the
requirements of definite teaching situations that any great
attem^pt was made to coordinate the type of material used in
films with the teaching situation as it actually existed at the
outbreak of World War IT.
"In the process of expediting their training programs, the
Army and Navy have planned the production of films and
other training devices specifically to fulfill definite
instructional objectives. ( )This m.eans that the requests
and specifications for audio-visual material were initiated
by the users, the instructors them^selves, who were repeat-
edly consulted throughout the process of production ."2
Civilian education .— In an attempt to use motion picture
films, the teacher has found herself at the miercy of the
jproducer who produced films without too careful consideration of
what was actually needed in a specific teaching situation. The
situation still exists. Nevertheless, it is the opinion of
many who took part in the massive undertaking of war effort in
developing, producing, and using films for training purposes
i^Op. cit . , Hoban, p. 18.
^Johnson, Gilbert C, (Lt.) (jg), "The Application of Audio
Visual Techniques to Civilian Teaching", Educational Screen
,
Vol. 25:295, June, 1946,
{(
that the techniques of systematic production for utility can
be achieved in civilian education. The establishment of a
well-organized, close contact between the classrooir teacher and
the producer of audio-visual materials would eliminate the
hit-or-miss proposition and assure well defined, scientifically
planned material before the audio-visual aid goes into the
production stage. This cooperation is imperative before the
fullest and most effective utilization of this valuable aid to
the field of teaching can be secured.
The recommendation of training courses .-- It must be
recognized by those who would do m.ost effective teaching that
audio-visual education is miore than a matter of materials and
techniques. The arm.ed services arranged courses of instruction
in effective teaching methods for instructors. Such courses
were planned so that special emphasis was placed on the
utilization of audio-visual materials. Johnson feels that
public educational systems, in general, have neglected the In-
service training of their teachers in these techniques. It is
his recommendation that such training be expedited in two
}
places
:
"(1) Teacher training colleges and universities,
(2) Supervision and in-service training on the job."^
'Loc . cit.
Loc. cit.
(
An Outlook on the Future of Visual-Aids
The irotion picture .-- Considerable progress has been made
in photography since Hiiatthew Brady irade the first, crude,
though excellent, docurentary still-pictures of war during the
Civil War of 1865. The motion picture has become the living
! history of World ¥\[ar II. At the time of war's outbreak, it
was the opinion of LicDonald, as concerning the civilian use of
motion pictures, that:
"There is a widespread interest in the film, and there are
records of its successful application in m.ost every
activity and organization where edu-cation figures. But
lack of accessibility, lack of equipm.ent, and lack of
information have resulted in a haphazardous and thinly
j
spread use."l
The experiences during World War II in the use and production
of audio-visual m^aterials marks the beginning of a new era in
j the techniques of use and production.^
I The controversy among educators, as to which type of visual
education takes precedence over another in cumulative learning
value, still goes on. Proponents of the sound motion picture
m-ay argue that it is the acme of perfection. Others feel that
the silent filmi has more value in miany situations. Still others
consider that the glass slide offers greater advantages than
any type of projected picture. 3 However charged that
-^Op . cit .
,
KcDonald, p. 14.
1^02. cit... Dale, p. 524.
3
:
Op. cit.. Dent, p. 3.

dlsagreeFent ir.ay becoire, it is generally agreed that the motion
picture should not be used unless it makes a definite con-
tribution to the teaching of the subject .-^ The function of the
motion picture is, according to Hoban
:
"(1) To shov; what something looks like,
(2) To shov/ how somiething works, including how it is done,
(3) And to snow how something happens."^
This continuous action is the unique contribution of the motion
picture and its advantage in specialized and technical forms of
learning.
Viewpoints of authorities in visual education .-- The Noels,
in projecting a look twenty-five years into the future, make
the prediction that audio-visual education will become more
than a matter of accumulated m.ethods and m.aterials but, instead
an established, carefully planned, and instructional aid to
learning. 3 Progress, in part, according to Dale, will depend
upon the ability of teachers to adopt the new techniques, the
readiness of funds for even a limited program, and the rapidity
with v/hich text-books, providing highly compressed experiences
in syii'.Dolic form, in keeping with the new trend, are produced."^
Corey sums up the future of visual aids in education when, in
•'Op. cit
. , Dent, p. 109.
^Op. cit . , Hoban, p. 2S
.
^Noel, P. W. and Noel, E. Ct., "Looking Ahead Twenty-five Years
in Audio-Visual Education", Educational Screen , Vol. 25:167,
February 1946.
£o£. cit .
.
Dale, p. 521.
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speaking of perceptual experience, he irakes the pointed
I
I
assertion that the tirre may come v/hen inadequate utilization of
verbal material may interfere with effective instruction.
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Description of Films
ACCENT ON USE
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
16 Mm B&W Snd 20 Min
The part played by physical therapy in restoring patients
to health. Introduced with a display of the forces of nature
heat, cold, water, and electricity; and shows how these forces
have been utilized as one of the great adjuncts of healing.
Stress is laid on the treatment of infantile paralysis. Value
of physical therapy is em.phasized through the application to
arthritis, cerebral palsy, industrial accidents, and other
conditions. -Approved by the Committee on iiedical Motion
Pictures of the American College of Surgeons.
Loan: Available on loan-free basis to community groups,
educators, and health workers. Expense of return transporta-
tion paid by borrower.
AIDS IN LUSCLE TRAINING 1938 Page 69
' ALIMENTARY TRACT. THE 1938
Encyclopedia Brltannica Films, Inc.
Demonstrates m.otility phenomena or the gastrointestinal
tract, including normal movemients, hypermoti lity, inhibition,
hunger contractions, segnentatlon
,
peristalsis and
antiperistalsis . Motility of the intestinal villi is observed
by photom.lcrography. The University of Chicago - A. J. Carlson .i
Ph.D., i\ .D. and H. G. Swann, Ph.D.
Loan: Available on regular rental basis, plus transportation
charges
.
Available at nominal rental rates, plus transportation charges,
from Boston University, Division of Teaching Aids. Available
at regular rentals from, the Wistar Institute.
AMPUTATIOi^ OF TnE LOVi/ER EXTREflilTi 1944
u. S. Army, PkF 5010
16 Mm B&W Snd 10 Min
MF 947
16 km Col Sll 44 Riin

Description of Films - Continued
AMPUTATIQiN OF THE LOV/EK iiIX:TKEl\.TTi - continued
Deals in a detailed manner with amputations of the lower
extrerities, indicating operative and post operative
proceedures
.
I
Loan: Available to medical and medically allied groups on
loan free basis, expense of transportation both ways. Requires
special application form.
AlwPUTATIOlM PROSTdBSIS Ai^D THEIR USE. PART I, UPPER EXTREMITY
||
1946 Page 70
AMPUTATTOi^ PROSTHESIS Ax.D THEIR u^E, PART II, LOWER EXTREkITi
1946
j! U. S. Army, PKP 5025
I
hF 1263
16 Mm B&W Snd 39 kin
Filrr Content unobtainable at present time.
Loan: Available on loan-free basis to medical and medically
allied groups, expense of transportation both ways. Requires
special application form.
AjnATQMx Ai.D PHx^IOLOGx 1944
I
U.S. Army, FS 8-79
I 16 Mm Col Sil
Ten simplified instructional charts, in color, of the skeleton,
m^usculature , internal organs, digestive tract, genital and
urinary systems, circulation and nerves, with the major
features in each chart labled. Film strip.
Loan: Available on loan-free basis to m.edical and medically
allied groups, plus expense of transportation charges both
ways. Requires special application form.
Ar^ATOiVii OF THE ABDOmIi.AL Vi/ALL
Ytfyeth, Inc
.
16 Mm B&W Sil 16 Min
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Description of Films - Continued
1
ii ANATOMY 0? THE ABDOMINAL WALL - continued
' A practical and convenient review of the anatomy of the ab-
[ doiainal wall. Produced by Drs. H. B. Kellog and W. F. Windle,
at Northwestern University.
Loan: Available on loan- free basis to medical groups. Trans-
;
portation paid by Wyeth, Inc.
" ANTERIOR WRIST MD HAND 1941
I Billie Burke Productions
16 Mm Col Sil 12 Min
Layer by layer dissection of the hand and fingers, showing
position and relation of muscles, nerves, arteries, and veins.
Action of each muscle demonstrated. Dissection on fresh
unemb8.1med cadavers reproduces nature.l color condition of
1
tissues involved. Professional level.
Loan: Available on rental basis, plus shipment charges both
ways.
" ARII AND FOREARM 1941
1
Billie Burke Production, Inc.
f 16 Mm Col Sil 12 Min
Complete dissection from shoulder to wrist shov;s insertion of
hands and fingers. Dramatic examples of deformities, claw hand
wrist drop, resulting from injury to ulna and radial nerves.
Dissection on fresh unerabalmed cadavers reproduces natural colo:
and condition of tissues involved. Professional level.
Loan: Available on rental basis, plus shipment charges both
'vay s
.
BACK TO BATTLE 1944
National Film Board of Canada
16 Mm B&W Snd 20 Min
Veteran's return. Deals me.inly with the processes of treatment
after medical ana surgical care are completed. Physical
medicine is stressed lo sho?/ how carefully chosen exercise and
recreation help to restore the use of arms and limbs.
Discussion trailer available. Based on the principle that

Description of Films - Continued
BACK TO BATTLE - continued
|i convalescence should not be a period of rest but of increasing
activity. Shows men in casts and splints doing exercises
while still in bed.
I.oan: Available on a loan- free basis, plus transportation.
May be obtained also from Brandon Films, Inc. at regular
rental rates, plus transportation charges.
BACK TO MORI^IAL 1944 — Page 71
BELOW KNEE Al'IPUTATION 1946 Page 72
BODY DEFENSES AG-AIMST DISEASE 1937
Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc.
16 Mm B&W Snd 10 Min
The body's three lines of defense — the skin and mucus
membrane, the lymphatic system with its white coriDuscles, and
the circulatory system including the liver and spl een — are
I
treated by animation and photomicrography. Action of
phagocytes and cell antibodies are revealed. University of
Chicago, Paul R. Can.eron, M.D.
Loan: Available at regular rental rates, plus transDortation
charges.
May be obtained at nominal rental basis from Boston University,
Division of Teaching Aids.
May be obtained from U. S. Army (ARM TF 8-1396) on loan-free
basis to medical and medically allied groups, plus expense of
transportation both ways.
BURI^IS 1942
U. S. Navy, FS Sn 222
16 Mm B&W Snd 9 Min
Straight photograohy is used to point out the differences
between a burn and a scald, the characteristics of first,
second, and third degree burns, and first a,id treatment that
may be rendered for such burns.

Description of Films - Continued
BU?i>JS - continued
Loan; Free to medical and medically allied groups.
TransDortation charges both ways. Special application form
required.
May be obtained also at regular rental rates plus charges
from Castle Films.
CAF.E OF ATHLETIC TYPES OF INJURIES Page 73
CARE OF THE FEET 1943
Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc.
16 Mm B&W Snd 10 Min.
Presents in accurate detail the structural elements of the
foot as a weight supporting mechanism. Shows how walking is
accomplished, points out major foot ailments, and suggests
remedies. The X-ray in diagnosis and treatment is deoicted,
' and instructions are given for the proper fitting of shoes.
i Loan: Regular rental rates, plus transportation. May be
obtained also from Boston University, Div. Teaching Aids.
CIMEPLASTIC OPEPJITION ON ABll (STU&IP)
New York University Film Library
16 Mm Sil 12 Min.
This film consists of two sections: (1) Operative technique
shown in color. (2) Results of a bi-lateral amputation of
the forearms. A patient demonstrates the efficiency of
artificial arms. Film mg.de by Rudolph Nissen, M.D., Brooklyn,
Jewish Hospital and Ernest W. Bergmann, M.D., Bellevue
Hospital.
Loan: Rental rates plus transportation charges.

Description of Films - Continued
CINEPLASTIC 0FE3UTI0N. THE 1947
U. S. Army, Misc. 1320
16 Mm Col Snd 20 Min.
Shows a cineplastic operation. Cords are attached to muscle
and then to a prosthetic appliance so that the patient can
operate the prosthetic apolication by contracting his own
muscles in the amputated stub.
Loan: Free to medical and medically allied groups. Trans-
portation charges both ways. Special application form
required.
COMBAT FATiaUE - PSYCHOSOIvIATIC DISORDERS 1946
U. S. Navy, MN -3428f
16 Mm B&W Snd 22 Min.
Discusses pain disorders for which no reason discernable by
Xray examination or other m-eans is apparent, and which are
nevertheless real and disabling. Shows the results of the
physiological changes which take place in the body when
emotions such as fear and worry are allowed to prevail
unchecked.
Loan: Free to medical and medically allied groups. Trans-
portation charges both ways. Require special application
form.
COMBINED OPERATION - FUSION OF LUMBO-SACRAL JOINT 1942
Davis & G-eck, Inc., No. 181
16 Mm Col Sil 20 Min.
Fusion of lumbo-sacral Joint and hemilaminectomy for removal
of herniated disc. The Lahey Clinic, Boston. Professional
Level.
Loan: Without charge to medical and medically allied groups
Return postage pre-paid.

Description of Films - Continued
COmiON FRACTURES 1940
Sarnoff Surgical Motion Picture Library
16 Mm Col Sil 12 Min.
Fractures of the various bones and their location and
demonstrated by reproducing such fractures on fresh skeletal
bones, accompanied by similar fractures of the living.
Methods of fixation of bone inlays and wiring are demonstrated.
Clinical cases of fractures, Xrays, their reduction and after
care, with the end results, are presented.
Loan: Without charge to medical and medically allied
groups.
CONDITION IMPROVED 1947
National Film Board of Canada
16 lira B&W Snd 40 Min.
Occupational therapy plays an important part in restoring
health by prescribing and directing exercises to tone and
strengthen the injured part and by putting the patient in the
right mental condition to further recovery. This film shov/s
the work of therapists with war wounded, victims of industrial
accident, child patients and psychoneurotic cases.
Lo8Ji: Film obtained at regular rental rates plus transporta-
tion charges from Brendon Films, Inc. and other commercial
agencies throughout the U. S.
CONTRACTION OF ARTERIES AI^ ARTERIOVENUS ANASTOMOSES
1955 Page 74
CONTROL OF BODY TELlPERATURE 1940
Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc.
16 Mm B&W Snd 10 Min.

Description of Films - Continued
CONTHOL OF BODY TEI^iPERATURE - Continued
Designates foods as the source of body heat, and shows the
part played "by nerves, glands and muscles in the control of
body "temperature. The blood system is depicted as the
distributor of heat and the hypothalmus as the thermostatic
control
.
The University of Chicago - Anton J. Carlson, Ph.D., M.D.,
M, H. Swann, Ph.D., and F. J. Mullin, Ph.D., M.D.
Loan: Regular rental rates plus transportation charges. May
be obtained on a minumal rental basis from Boston University,
Division of Teaching Aids, Boston, Mass.
May be obtained from U. S. Army (ARM TF-1391) loan- free to
medical groups.
CONTROL OF THE SMLL BLOOD VESSELS
University of California, Dept. of Visual Instr.
,
Los Angeles Division
16 1/Im B&W Sil 15 Min.
Illustrates structural and physiological features of arteries,
precapillaries, capillaries. Records of the vasomotor
responses to stimulation of the small nerves with a micro-
electrode. Dr. D. R. Lutz.
Loan; Rental rates plus transportation.
Available also from The Wistar Institute.
Available from Dr. G-. P. Fulton, CLA. , Boston University.
CONVALESCENT CARE MD REHABILITATION OF PATIENTS WITH INJURY
TO THE SPINAL CORD 1946 Page 75
DIARY OF A SERGEANT 1945 Page 76
DIGESTION OF FOODS 1938
Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc., No. 266
16 Mm B&W Snd 11 Min.
Presents such aspects of digestion as mastication,

Description of Films - Continued
DIGSSTION OF FOODS - continued
stomach contractions, intestinal segmentation, peristalsis
and glandular activity by means of animated drawings and real
photography of experimental animals. Photomicrography shows
villi motility. Laboratory demonstrations explain chemical
reactions. The University of Chicago - T. A. Carlson, Ph.D.,
M.D.
Loan: Regular rental rates plus transportation. May be
obtained on a minimal rental basis from Boston University,
Division of Teaching Aids.
May be obtained from the U. S. Army (ARi! TF 8-1390) loan free
to medical groups.
1/Iay be obtained on a rental basis from the Wistar Institute.
DEVELOPii'IENT OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM 1939
Northwestern University Medical School
16 m MW Sil 18 Min.
Human embryo at primitive streak stage, showing neural plate
in dorsal view and in transverse section; rise of neural
folds, formation of neural groove, ejid tube, and closure of
posterior neuropore at 30 somite stage; lateral views show
relations of developing ear, eye, etc; development of spinal
ganglia from neural creses; details of growth of ganglionic
cells and formation of dorsal roots; axons from cells in
mejitle layer growing outward to form, ventral root which
unites v/ith dorsal root to constitute spinal nerve; transverse
section showing moulding of gray matter to reach the condition
in the adult spinal cord producing dorsal, ventral and
intermedio lateral columns and small central C5.nal; develop-
ment of motor end plates on skeletal muscles, and sensory
receptors in skin for pain, touch sjid pressure.
Loan: Nominal rental rates.
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DRESSING-S AND BANDAGES, PART I 1942
U. S. Navy, NAV FS SN221g.
16 Mm B&W Snd 10 Min.
Straight photography and titles are used to show the kinds of
materials used in bandaging wounds and how to apply bandages.
Loan: Free to medical and medically allied groups. Trans-
portation charges both ways. Require special application
form.
May be obtained also at regular rental rates plus transporta-
tion charges, from Castle Films.
DRESSINGS AND BANDAaSS, PART II 1942
U. S. Navy, NAV FS SN221b
16 llm B&W Snd 11 Min.
Straight photography is used to show how to apply the
triangular head bandage; cravat bandage -for scalp wound of
forehead, eye, arm, forearm; roller bandages for finger, arm
or leg; and the four- tailed bandage for the chin, Jaw, nose,
head and crotch.
Loan: Free to medical and medically allied groups.
Transportation charges both ways. Require special application
form.
May be obtained from Castle Films at regular rentals, plus
transportation charges.
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES - METHODS OF TEACHING 1945
U. S. Navy, NAV l'IN-5795g
16 Mm B&W Snd 3? lin.
Presents the fundamental principles to be observed by
educational service officers and instructors in conducting
their courses. Covers preparation of lessons, methods of
presentation, class discussions and demonstrations,
explanatory quizzes, laboratory work, reviews and check-ups
as well as "che use of teaching aids, blackboards, slides,
recordings and ma.nuals.

Description of Films - Continued
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES - METHODS OF TEACHING - continued
Loan: Free to medical and medically allied groups.
Transportation charges both ways. Require special application
form.
EFFECTS OF HEAT AND COLD ON THE CIRCULATION OF THE BLOOD
1933 — Page 74
EFFECTS OF I^IASSAGE ON THE CIRCULATION OF THE BLOOD
1933 Page 74
ELECTRODIaGNOSTIC PROCEEDURES
U. S. Army, ABM PMF 5066
MF 1402
16 Mm Col Snd 16 Min.
Recent release. No details of content available at this
time.
Loan: Free to medical and medically allied groups.
Transportation charges both ways. Require special application
form.
ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC PROCEEDURES
U. S. Army, ARM PMF 5067
MF 1403
16 Mm Col Snd 7 Min.
Recent release. No details of content available at this time.
Loan: Free to medical and medically allied groups.
Transportation charges both ways. Require special a-oplication
form. ' "
,1
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Description of Films - Continued
EMERaSNCY FIRST AID 1942
Sarnoff Surgical Motion Picture Library
16 Mm B&W Snd
4 versions - B&W Sil
Col Sil
Col Snd
A series of eight reels each dealing with a definte part of
the volunteer first aid course.
Produced by Dr. Jacob Sarnoff, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Films endorsed by the International College of Surgeons.
Edited and narrated by W, F. Kruse.
Each reel closes with a review of the basic essentials.
Recominended for classroom or self instruction. There are
four distinct versions on each of these films.
Reel 1: Resuscitation, Shock
Reel 2: Treatment of Wounds and Burns
Reel 3: First Aid in Fractures
Reel 4: Fixed Traction Splinting,
Use of Thomas Splints and other professional as
well as improvised types.
Reasons for traction.
Reel 5: Transporting the Injured
Reel 6: Roller Bandaging
Reels 7-8: The Human Body in First Aid
Loan: Availa.ble from Bell & Ho7;ell Filmsound Library,
(BH 500-505, 528), at regular rental rates plus transportation.
ENDOCRINE GLANDS 1944
Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc. No. 242
16 Mm B&W Snd 10 Min.
Anime.ted drawings and special photography depict the nature
and function of the parathyroid, pituitary, pancreas, and
l| thyroid glands. The use of insulin in treating diabetes is
demonstrated. Hyper and hypothyroidism are discussed and
mammary gland stimulation shown.

Description of Films - Continued
ENDOCRINE &LAMDS - Continued
Universitj^ of Chicago - A. J. Carlson, Ph.D., M.D., and
H. G. Swann, Ph.D.
Loan: Available at regular rental rates, plus transportation.
May be obtained also from Boston University. Division of
Teaching Aids at nominal rental.
May be obtained from the Wistar Institute at regular rental
rates.
May be obtained loan-free from the U. S. Army, (ARwI TF8-1395),
for medical and medically allied groups. Transportation
charges both ways. Special apolication form required.
EXClSTATION OF SNDAAIQEBA HISTLYTICA
New York University Film Library
16 Mm B&W Sil 10 Min.
Stages of emergence of motile amoeba from cyst; bright field
illumination in the presence of living bacteria; bright
field illumination in anaerobic medium in absence of living
bacteria; dark field illumination in anaerobic medium in
absence of living bacteria. Magnifications: about 500 times
under microscope. Made by Henry E. Heleney, M.D., Lawrence
Kingsland, M.D,, and Thomas L. Snyder, Ph.D.
Loan: Available at nominal rental rates plus transportation.
FILM STRIP PREPARATION 1942
U. S. Army, APII FS 11-3
16 Mm B&W Sil
Steps in the production of film strips, preparation of
scenarios, frame lay-outs, photography, art work, and shipment
of frame cards.
Loan: Free, plus transportation, to medically allied groups.
Special application form.

Description of Films - Continued
FILM TACTICS 1945
U. S. Navy, NAV iW-3731
16 Mm Snd 23 Min.
Designed to demonstrate how training films should be used and
to point out o'^rtain elementary things which should not be
done. Emphasizes preparation by the instructor, satisfactory
room conditions, preparation of class, review of film before
the class, and the test.
Loan: Free to medical and medically allied groups.
Transportation both ways. Requires special application form.
FIRST STEPS IN FIRST AID 1942
Bureau of Mines
16 Mm B&W Sound 25 Min.
Demonstration of the right and wrong way of administering
first aid in the various types of accidents. Symptoms and
treatment of shock, pressure ooints shov/n; application of
digital pressure and tourniquet to control bleeding;
technique of artificial respiration.
Produced by Upjohn Co. in cooperation v/ith the U. S. Bureau
of Mines, the only mention of the Upjohn Company is as
sponsor.
Loan: Available from the U. S. Bureau of Mines on a loan-
free basis plus transportation.
May be obtained also from New York University Film Library
and University of California on nominal loan basis.
FUNCTIONAL TREATMENT OF FRACTURES. THE 1935
British Information Service
16 Mm B&W Sil 50 Min.
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Description of Films - Continued
FUNCTIONAL TREATIiCENT OF FRACTURES . THE - continued
Reel 1: Fundamental principles of an organized fracture
clinic; progression of a typical patient through the clinic;
the necessity for records of each case; role of physiotherapy
in the functional treatment of fractures; rehabilitation
exercises in the case of a crushed fr8.cture of the foot; and
in the case of a crushed fracture of the lumbar spine.
Reel 2 to 5: The detailed treatment of specified fractures
is illustrated as follows: Upper limb factures; fractured
scaphoid v/ith miscarpal dislocation; Colles fracture of the
right wrist; fracture of the radius and ulna; malunited
fracture of the forearm of a child; fractured humerus plus
Colles fracture. Lower limb fractures: third degree Potts
fracture; oblique fracture of the tibia and transverse
fracture of the fibula v/ith overriding displacement. One
case of crushed fracture of the spine. Bristol Royal
Infirmary, Bristol, England.
Loan: Available on a loan-free basis, plus transportation
charges.
FUNDAMENTALS OF MSSAGE 1946
Office of Education, U. S.
16 Mm B5-W 3nd 12 Min.
Shows the proper position of patient for massage; how to
perform superficial and deep stroking, and the importance
of rhythm in stroking; how to knead; how to perform friction;
and the value of each type of massage movement.
Loan: Film distributed through Bell & Howell Filmsound
Library and Castle Films at regular rental rates, plus
postage.
May be obtained also from Boston University, Division of
Teaching Aids, at nominal rental, plus transportation.
HEART AND THE CIRCULATION OF BLOOD 1937
Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc. No. 265
16 Mm B&W Snd 10 Min.

Description of Films - Continued
HEART AND THE CIRCULATION 0? BLOOD - continued
Photomicrography, animated and normal photography shows the
mechanics of the pulmonary and systemic systems. Capillary
action, and blood pressure &.s related to health deoicted.
Amplified heart beat sounds are reproduced in synchronization
with valvular action. The University of Chicago - Anton J.
Carlson, Ph.D., M.D. i
Loan: Obtained at regular rentals plus transoortation.
r Available from The Wistar Institute at regular rental plus
transportation charges.
Available from Boston University, Division of Teaching Aids,
at nominal rental rates olus transoortation.
Available from the U. S. Army, (ARi! TF8-1.388), loan-free,
transportation charges both ways. Special application blank
required.
HELP WANTED 1942 Page 77
HERNIATION OF INTERVERTEBRAL DI SK 1942
Blllie Burke Productions
16 Mm Col Sil 10 Min.
No details of film content available.
Loan: Obtainable at regular rental rates plus transportation
charges.
HYDROTHERAPY 1945 Page 78
INTOCOSTRIN IN THE TREATIviEI-IT OF ACUTE POLIOMYELITIS
1946 Page 79
INTRODUCTION TO CLINICAL NEUROLO&Y. AN 1938
Psychological Cinema Register,
The Pennsylvania State College
16 Mm B&W Sil

Description of Films - Continued
INTRODUCTION TO CLINICAL NEURQLOaY. AN - continued
Part 1 - General neurological examination and clinical signs
of disorders of the pyramidal system. G-ross anatomy of the
brain, demonstrations of neurological examination of cranial
nerves, motor status and coordination, reflexes. 19 Min.
Part 2 - Disorders of the Extra-pyramidal System. Presents
cases of Parkinsonism, encephalitis, Huntington's chorea,
congenital athetosis. Tabic dorsalis, etc. 20 Min.
Part 3 - Cerebella Disorders, Disorders involving the lower
motor neurons, and convulsive states. Various symptoms of
anterior horn disease, radial nerve paralysis, ulna, median,
peripheral facial paralysis. Last part of reel presents
several epileptical-form seizures of various types and
etiology. 19 Min.
Part 4 - Functional syndrones with pronounced physical
symptoms. Functional cases in which physical symptoms not
caused by neurological impairment play a major part: s.s
hysterical epileptical and pseudo-hemiplegia, weakness of
legs, functional tremors, etc. The contrast between functional
and organic paralysis is stressed. 10 Min.
Loan: Obtained at regular rental rates plus transportation
charges.
LIFE BEGINS AGAIN 1942
British Information Services
16 Mm B&W Snd 21 Min.
An account of new methods of rehabilitation for men injured
in industry or in the Forces. The most advanced medical
treatment, planned physical exercise and freedom from worry
about the future are essential if injured men are to be
restored to confidence in themselves as well as to physical
health.
Loan: Available from British Information Services, (New York
Office) at minimum rental rates plus transportation charges.

Descriotion of Films - Continued
LIVING CELLS - CHAMBERS Flli/I
American Cancer Society, Inc.
16 Mm B&W Sil 30 Min.
First Reel - Tissue Culture Technique:
Preparation of fluid media - placing of tissue on microscopic
slide - incubation.
Second Reel - Physiological Processes of Normal Tissue:
Tissue growth - cell multiplication - movement of phagocytes -
migration of white blood cells through the wall of blood
capillaries.
Third Reel - The Growth of Cancer Tissue:
Carcinoma - Sarcoma - Cell multiplication - growth of carcinoma
into piece of heart tissue - regular movement of heart muscle
gradually ceases.
Produced by Dr. Robert Chambers, New York University. A
typewritten discription of all the different scenes, for use
of a reader while film is being shown, is sent with the film.
Loan: Regular rental rates plus transportation charges.
LIVING CELLS - LEWIS FILM
American Cancer Society, Inc.
16 Mm B&W Sil 18 Min.
First Reel: Normal Rat Cells:
Living white cells, ie,, polymorphoneuclear lymphocytes from
blood, from spleen, from lymph nodes; Macrophages, ie. , the
scavangers of the body, from omentum, characteristic structure
and activity are shown very clearly.
Second Reel: Cancer Cells:
Living sarcoma from connective tissue. Carcinoma cells from
epithelium. 'Multiplying cells show "resting" neucleus,
separation of chromasomes, reforming neuclei and daughter
ceils. Normal macrophages are seen ingesting dead material.
Made by Dr. Warren H. Lewis, of the Carneige Institution of
Washington, D. C, at Baltimore, Maryland.
39
Loan: Regular rental, plus transportation charges.
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Description of Films - Continued
LIVING TISSUE, CULTIVATION OF - CANTI FILM
LIVING TISSUE, IRRADIATION OF
American Cancer Society, Inc.
16 Mm B&W Sil 12 Min.
The first reel shows a tissue culture of chick embryo
periosteum with the radial outgrowth of fibroblasts and
wandering cells. Pencil sketches are used to explain cell
structure and phases of division as viewed under high
magnification. Phagocytosis of degenerated nerve tissue is
also shown, as well as the actively motile cells of malignant
tissue in Jensen's rat sarcoma.
In the second film, five experiments showing the effect of
irradiation of living tissue with gamma and beta rays are
reviewed. The immobilization of wandering cells and the
cessation of mitosis follows irradiation in cultures of the
oeriosteum of chick embryo. Experiment IV shows immobilization
and arresting mitosis in tissue from Jansen's rat sarcoma;
while Experiment V portrays the subsequent shrinking down of
the cells. Interesting shots photographed under dark ground
illumination are preceeded by pencil sketches describing
internal structures.
A commentary outlining the essential facts concerning cancer
closes the film.
Photographed by R. G-. Canti, Strangeways Research Hospital,
Cambridge, and St. Bartholomew's Hospital, London.
Loan: Regular rental rates plus transportation charges. May
be obtained also from Massachusetts Department of Public
Health, Bureau of Health Information, on a loan-free basis
plus transportation charges for use within the state.
Available from University of California at regular rental
rates plus transportation.
liASSAGE 1938
Committee on Medical Motion Pictures, American Medical
Association
16 Mm B&W Sil 4 Min.
Demonstrates the technic of massage, describing the various
-

Description of Films - Continued
MASSAG-S - continued
movements and why they are performed in a given way. Prepared
by the Council on Physical Medicine, American Medical
Association,
Loan: Free of charge plus transportation to medical and
medically allied groups.
AlECHAI^ISM OF BRSATHINa 1944
Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc.
16 Mm B&W Snd 11 Min.
Animated drawings describe the nature of the breathing
process, including gaseous exchange in the lungs and body
tissue; nervous control of breathing; and factors affecting
rate and depth of breathing. Some pathological conditions
are shown and artificial respiration is demonstrated.
University of Chicago - Victor Johnson, Ph.D., M.D.
Loan: At regular rental rates plus transportation charges.
Available also from Boston University, Division of Teaching
Aids, at nominal rental rates.
Available from New York University Film Library and Wistar
Institute at rental rates plus transportation charges.
Available from the U. S. Array, (ARB.! TF-S-1389), on loan- free
basis to medical and medically allied groups. Special
application form required.
MJ:CHANISM of cell division, the 1945
U. S. Army, PMF 5036
MF 1298
16 Mm B&W Sil 20 Min.
This film was captured from the Germans and shows their
excellent achievement in the field of phase microscopy
(Zeiss Co.) The camera was attached to a slit microscope
and by a stop-motion photography an excellent pictorial
record of cell growth and division was obtained. The
photography is unusually clear and the actual cell division
is easily seen.

Description of Films - Continued
LIECHANISM OF CELL DIVISION. THE - continued
Note: Subsequent experiment has been carried on by The
Wistar Institute and two additional films of phase microscopy-
are about ready for release. The first one deals with the
optical principles involved and the second one with their
application to biological problems. The American Optical Co.
has cooperated in this work.
Loan: Free to medical and medically allied grouos,
transportation charges paid by borrower. Requires special
application form.
May also be available at the present time from the Wistar
Institute at regular rental rates plus transportation.
MEDICAL HISTORY IN CLINICAL TEACHING 1940
Committee on Medical Motion Pictures, American Medical
Association
16 Mm B&W Sil 25 Min.
History of physical diagnosis with scenes from the lives of
Hippocrates, William Harvey, Rev. St eohen Hales, Leopold
Auenbrugger von Auenfrug, Rene Theophile, Hyacinthe Laennec
and Wilhelm Konrad Roentgen. Prepared by the Department of
Cardiology, Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia.
Loan: Available on free-loan basis to medics.l and medically
allied groups. Expense of transportation both ways.
MEET MCaONEGAL 1944 Page 80
MILWAUKEE CURATIVE WORKSHOP - ADULT PROGRAI\I
National Society for Crippled Children and Adults
16 Mm Col Sil 35 Min.
Film describes the training and treatment of physically
handicapped adults, including the cerebral palsied; it shows
the way in which the program of medical care is integrated
with vocational training and counseling proceedures.

Description of Films - Continued
IvlILWAUKEE CURATIVE WORKSHOP - ADULT PRO&RA-M - continued
Loan: Available on loan- free basis to groups working with
the handicapped. Transportation charges both ways.
MILWAUKEE CURATIVE WORKSHOP - CHILDREN'S PROGRAM —- Page 81
iiYASTHSNIA GRAVIS - ERB-GOLDFLAN SYNDRONE 1941-42
Massachusetts General Hospital
16 Mm Col Sil 15 Min.
Exceptionally smooth d emonstrat ion of clinical cases, summary
of incidence, background, etc. Acute response to drug therapy
is shown in detail.
Loan: Available on loan- free basis to medical and medically
allied groups. Transportation expense both ways.
NERVOUS SYSTEM. THE 1937
Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc.
16 Mm B&W Snd 10 Min.
Describes the nature and function of the nervous system,
including the anatomy of the spinal cord, axones, dendrites,
nerve bundles, receptors, and effector organ, nerve impluses
and the reflex arc. Amplified sounds of nerve impulses are
reproduced. The University of Chicago - Ralph W. Gerard,
Ph.D., M.D.
Loan: Available at regular rental rates plus transportation
charges.
Available at nominal rental rates from Boston University,
Division of Teaching Aids, plus transoortation charges.
Available from U. S. Army (ARI^i TF 8-1393) to medical and
medically allied groups on loan-free basis. Expense of
transportation. Special application form required.

Description of Films - Continued
NEUROPSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS 1922-42
New York University Film Library
16 Mm B&W SIX
Reel 1: Chorea - outline of the three groups of chronic
degenerating chorea: Huntington, Arterio sclerotic, post
encephalitic. 16 IJin,
Reel 2: Convulsive and Allied Conditions. 18 Min.
Reel 3: Dystonia Musculorum Deformans. 34 Min.
Reel 4: Encephalographic Studies of Extrapyramidal Diseases,
14 Min,
Reel 5: Epidemic Encephalitis. 31 Min.
Reel 6: Friedreich's Hereditary Ataxia and Little's Disease.
16 Min.
Reel 7: Neuro-Ophthalmological conditions: Pathological
Ocular Manifestations of clinical interest. 18 Min.
Reel 8: Progressive Hepato-Lenticular Degeneration. 14 Min.
Reel 9: Progressive Muscular Atrophies, Dystrophies and
Allied Conditions. 27 Min.
Reel 10: Psychoneuroses. 23 Min.
Reel 11: Somatic Endocrine Types. 26 Min.
Manual acccnpanies films. Films may be obtained singly or as
series. Considered as an outstanding series of teaching
films. Made by Dr. S. P. G-oodhart, Columbia University and
Montefiore Hospital, and Lt. Col. B. H. Balser, Consu:}.tant in
Neuropsychiatry 1st Air Forces, U. S. Army. Series approved
by American College of Surgeons.
Loan: Restricted to use by professional groups only.
Available on rental basis, plus transportation charges.
NEUROSURGERY IN AN OVERSEAS aENEPAL HOSPITAL 1946
U. S. Army, ABM. Misc. 1233
16 Ii'Im Col Snd 47 Min,
A record of typical neurosurgical problems encountered in
overseers specialty centers. It is a film of primary interest
to professional individuals since it presents the various
pha.ses required for acceptable diagnosis, treatment, and post
and ooerative care.

Description of Films - Continued
NEUROSURGERY IN M OVERSEAS GENERAL HOSPITAL - continued
Loan: Available on loaji-free basis to medical and medically
allied groups. Expense of transportation charges both ways.
Requires special application form.
NEW HORIZON. A Page 82
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 1938
Committee on Medical Motion Pictures, American Medical
Association
16 Mm B&W Sil 12 Min.
This film demonstrates occupations that may be prescribed by
physicians to motivate and control the desired physical or
mental activity of the patient and assist in his adjustment
to long hospitalization. A section on cerebral palsy is
included, picturing indirect muscle training through prescribed
activity and stressing the importance of early treatment to
prevent growth of faulty habit patterns.
Prepared by the Council on Physical Medicine, American Medical
' Associs-tion.
ij
I
Loan: Available on loan- free basis to medical and medically
' allied groups. Transportation charges both ways, paid by
I borrower.
ON YOUR FEET 1943
U. S. Public Health Service
16 Mm B&W Snd 10 Min.
Expository film the tire shortage forces people to walk
more good postiu?e properly fitted shoes how to
walk correctly knees flexed, toes straight ahead.
Military drill shown as example. Produced by the Melville
Shoe Corp, in cooperation with the U. S. Public Health Service.
Loaji: Available on loan-free basis, plus transportation.
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Description of Films - Continued
OPSEAT
I
ON OF LOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS 1943
U. S. Army, ARI\/I FS 114, Part I
ARIi/I FS 11-5, Fart II, 1946
ARIvI FS 11-6, Part III
16 Mm B&W Sil
Part I, 16 Mm Bell and Howell Projector
Part II, 16 Mm Ainoro Projector Equipment
Part III, Portable 16 Mm RCA Projector
Loan: Available on loan-free basis to medical and medically
allied groups. Transportation expense both ways. Special
i,
application form required.
Film shows the planning and execution of a program of
convalescence at an A.A.F. hospital for rehabilit8.tion of
bodies and minds.
Loan: Available on loan- free basis, expense of transportation
both ways.
Available also at minimal rental rates from New York
University Film Library.
OUT ON A LIMB 1946
Veterans Administration, Va-Fs 980-17
16 Mm B&W Snd 18 Min.
Story of VA's Prosthesis Appliance Service, featuring
Prosthetic Appliance Card System for quick services in
I obtaining repairs for artificial limbs and nev/ "free choice"
I
method of obtaining new limb.
I Suggested audiences, Veteran's associations. Veteran's
informational services, medical societies, artificial limb
suppliers.
Loan: Available on loan free basis, expense of transportation
—both wfixg^_
OUT OF BED INTO ACTION
Army Air Forces, ARM TF 1-3708
16 Mm B&W Snd 17 Min.
C I
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Description of Films - Continued
PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS 1942, revised 1945 Page 83
PHYSICAL THERAPY IN THE TREATMENT OF Al^IPUTATIONS -
PART I. EXERCISE. IvIASSAGE A^.D BANDAGES
U. S. Army, ARM FS 8-85
16 Mm B&W Sil
Aims and basic steps in physical therapy; proceedures to be
used in massage, pressure exercises, static and active
resistive exercises; bandaging of major type amputations and
care of bandages.
Loan: Available on loan- free basis to medical and medically
allied groups. Expense of transportation both ways. Special
application form required.
ii PLASTEP. CASTS 1944 — Page 84
PLASTIC REPAIR OF THE THIGH STUl^lP Page 85
POSTURE AICD EXERCISE 1941
Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc. #209
16 Mm B&W Snd 10 Min.
ji Explains muscle activity and the physiology of exercise,
including the relation of the nervous system to the skeletal
muscles; motor units of work; muscle tonus in relation to
posture; development of endurance; and the peripheral
circulation. Mostly about the physiology of exercise and very
little about posture.
Loan: Available at regular rental rates plus transportation
charges.
PRE-SCHOOL PROGRAM FOR CER.EBRAL PALSIED
National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, Inc.
8 Mm Col Sil 3 reels, 600 feet
c
Description of Films - Continued
PRE-SCHOOL PROGRA:^ FOR CEREBRAL PALSIED - continued
Describes the nursery school program for cerebral palsied
children at the Cottage School for pre-school spastics at
Oakland, California. The picture portrays the growth and
development of the children over a three year period from
the time they are admitted until they reach the age of six.
Explanatory script.
Loan: Available on loan- free basis to groups working with the
handicapped. Expense of transportation both ways.
PSYCHIATRY IN ACTION 1943
British Information Services
16 Mm B&W Snd 62 Min.
A presentation of the results and treatment of war neuroses.
The film follows the duration of a patient's residence at a
medical center. There are detailed accounts of the hospital
administration, the investigation into each esse, shock
treatment, uherapy, and disposal of patients after discharge.
Produced by Spectator Films for British Ministry of
Information.
Loan; Available on rental basis plus transportation. May be
obtained also from Psychological Cinema Register, The
Pennsylvania State College, and from New York University Film
Library on rental basis plus transportation.
RSCONDITIONINa IN THE ETO 1944
U. S. Army, ARM Misc. 1081
16 Mm B&7/ Snd 29 Min.
Covers the phases of physical and occupational reconditioning
as practiced in the European Theater of Operations.
Loan: Available on loan-free basis to medical and medically
allied groups. Expense of transportation both ways. Special
application blank required.
cc
Description of Films Continued
RSCRSATIOIIAL AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 1946 Page 86
REHABILITATION FOR CEREBRAL PALSIED CHILDREN Page 87
REHABILITATION - VOYAGE TO RECOVERY 1945
U. S. Navy, NAV mT-4350A
16 m Col Snd 30 Min.
Introduces the network of rehabilitation program. Explains
the coordination among ward medical officer, rehabilitation
officer, nurses and hospital corpsmen, chaplain, civil
readjustment officer, educational services officer, recreation
and welfare officer, CO, Red Cross, Rehabilitation Board, and
the Master At Arms.
Shows how Physical therapy and Occupational therapy, physical
training, and outside detail and liberty are fitted into a
patients urogram as prescribed by his doctor. Points out that
patient's cooperation and determination are an integral part
in his rehabilitation by using the cha.racters Bennie and Bud
to typify rehabilitation patients.
Loan: Available on loan-free basis to medical and medically
allied groups. Expense of transportation both ways. Requires
special application form.
Available also from New York University Film Library at
nominal rental rates plus transportation.
REPAIR OF THE MEDIAN NERVE 1941
Eillie Burke Productions
16 Mm Col Sil 10 Min.
Dissection of old, poorly placed scar in field rendered
bloodless by tourniquet. Trunk of median nerve and adherent
tendons freed; medial nerve has been Joined to one of the
digital flexor tendons. Deep flexor tendons of long finger
repaired by free tendon graft taken from sublimis of same
finger. Approximation of distal ends of nerve, application of
plaster to maintain position.
Ic
c
50.
Description of Films - Continued
REPAIR OF THE I.IEDIAN NERVE - continued
Post operative results several months later. Tendon
transplant performed to provide op oo sit ion to thumb. Three
months post operative showing action of fingers. Professional
Level.
Loan: Available on regular rental basis plus transportation.
ROAD TO RECOVERY
ARiMY AIR C0PP3, ARM TF 1-3463
16 Mm MW Snd 40 Min.
Rehabilitation of Amputees, Neuropsychiatric , and Cardiac
cases.
Loan: Available on loan free basis. Expense of transportation
both ways. For medical and medically allied groups. Requires
special application form.
SCHOOL OF ANOTHER CHANCE Page 88
SKSTSTAL FIXATION BY 5TADER SPLINT. FRACTURE OF TIBIA 1943
U. S. Navy, NAV M-1724a
16 Mm B&W Snd 20 Min.
Deals with the mecha.nics of the Stader Splint and its methods
of application for fractures of the tibia and fibula, it is
demonstrated on the skeleton, then applied to an actual case.
The post operative regime and removal of solint are shown.
Loan: Available to medical and medio??lly allied groups on a
loan-free basis. Expense of transportation. Special
application form required.
c
51.
Description of Films - Continued
SKELETAL FIXATION 3Y STADSR SPLINT. FRACTURE OF THE OS CALCIS
1943
U. S. Navy, NAV MN-1724b
16 Mm B&W Snd 10 Mln.
The technique of application of the Stader Splint for a
fracture of the os calcis ejid the necessary post operative and
Ijpre-operative care is depicted. An animation sequence shows
the displacement which occurs in fracture of the os calcis and
|the steps necessary for the reduction of such fractures.
Loan: Available to medical and medically allied groups on a
loan-free basis. Expense of transportation both ways. Special
application form required.
SKIN gRAFTINO. No. 175 1941
Davis and G-ecis:, Inc»
16 Mm Col Sil 8 Min.
Skin grafting and the 3/4 inch thickness skin graft for
prevention and correction of cicatricial formation. Dr. Earl C.
Padgett, University of Kansas Hospitals. Professione.l level.
Loan: Available on regular rental basis plus transportation
charges both ways.
SKIN GRAFTING. No. 575 1940
Davis and Geek, Inc.
16 Mm Col Sil 35 Min.
Administration of techniques especially adaptable to the
resurfacing of granulating areas by use of Padgett's Dermatone.
Dr. H. 0, McPheeters, Minneapolis, Minn. Professional level.
Loan: Available on regular rental basis plus transportation
charges both ways.
cc
Description of Films - Continued
SKIN &RAFTINCt of WAR WOUNDS 1942
Davis and Geek, Inc., No. 273
16 Mm Col Sil 35 Min.
And observation of wound healing. Dr. John M, Converse,
New York. Photographed at American Hospitals in Britain.
Professional level.
Loan: available on regular rental basis plus transportation
both ways.
THE SKY IS THE LIMIT 1946
U. S. Army, ABM Misc. 1249
16 Mm Col Snd 20 Min.
A picture of the phases of rehabilitation that apply to above
knee amputations. It portrays the orooer walking technique
for individuals with 2 normal lower extremities and for a
unilateral above knee amputation and it emphasizes many of the
capabilities which are within reach of patients who possess the
will to strive further.
Loan: Available to medical and medically allied groups on a
loan-free basis. Transportation charges both ways paid by
borrower. Requires special application form.
SPLINTING OF FRACTURES. THE 1941
Sarnoff Surgical Motion Picture Library
16 Mm Col Sil 16 Min.
The various sites of the fractures are indicated on the living.
Fractures of the upper and lower extremities are particularly
stressed. They are splinted by various types of splints
designed to hold the fractured parts in proper allignment.
These include the airplane splint for fractures of the humerus
with the application of Buck's Extension or the Steinman Pin;
leg splints with the application of skeletal traction;
adjustable splints for Colle's fracture and Potts fracture;
flexible splints for fixation of protection of affected fingers.
cc
Description of Films - Continued
SPLINTING OF FRACTURES. THE - Continued
Loan: Available on regular rental basis plus transportation
charges both ways.
STIMULATION OF CAPILLARY CIRCULATION WITH MECHOLYL BY METHOD OF
OF ION TRA:\[SF£R Page 89
SUBMAXILLARY AND SUPRACLAVICULAR AREAS 1941
Billie Burke Productions
16 Mm Col Sil 12 Min.
Two separate dissections covering these areas; the first
exposes deep cervical fascia, and demonstrates facial muscles,
nerves, arteries and veins, submaxillary gland, lingual nerve,
etc. The second part illustrates location and relation of
jugular vein, branches of cervical plexus, brachial plexus,
sub-clavial artery and vein, etc. Dissection on fresh un-
embalmed cadavers reproduces natural color and condition of
tissues involved. Porfessional level.
Loan: Available on regular loan basis plus transportation
charges both ways.
SURGICAL ANATOMY
3?avis and Geek, Inc.
16 LIm B&W Sil
These films demonstrate the surface anatomy and action of
principal muscles in the living, and the surgical anatomy of
the area by X-rays, models, and specimens as well as by actual
dissection. Dr. Jacob Sarnoff, Brooklyn. Professional level.
Face 1 reel 20 Min. No. 190
Neck 2 reels 30 Min. 191
Thorasic
viscera 2 reels 30 Min. 192
Shoulder 1 reel 20 Min. 193
Arm 1 reel 15 Min. 194
Forearm 1 reel 20 Min. 195
Hand 1 reel 20 Min. 196
<
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Description of Films - Continued
SURCtICALANATOMY - continued
Abdominal
viscera
Anterior
Abd. Wall
G.U. Tract
Thigh
Leg
Foot
3 reels
1
1
2
1
1
reel
reel
reels
reel
reel
55 Min.
18 Min.
20 Min.
35 Min.
15 Min.
18 Min.
No. 290
291
294
296
297
298
Loan: Without charge to medical and medically allied groups.
Return postage prepaid.
SWINGING INTO STEP 1945
TEACHING CRUTCH WALKING
Office of Education
Page 90
1945
16 Mm B&W Snd 13 Min.
Shows how the Physica'' Therapist teaches the bed pe tient
reconditioning exercises; how to teach the patient to walk in
a walker; how to teech the various methods of crutch walking,
two ooint, four point, swinging; how to teach the patient to
sit, rise, climb stairs and safety factors involved in crutch
walking.
Loan: Available from Boston University, Division of Teaching
Aids, and New York University Film Library at nominal rental
plus transportation charges both ways.
Available from Castle Films at regular rental rates plus
transportation charges.
TECHIvIQUE OF OPEN AIvIPUTATION
U. S. Army, ARU/I PMF 5033
MF 1273
1946
16 Mm Col Snd 11 Min.
No details of content available at present time. Recent
release. Professional level.
c
Description of Films - Continued
TECHNIQUE OF OPEN A:..IPUTATION - continued
Loan: Available to medical and medically allied groups on a
loan-free basis. Expense of transportation both ways.
Special apolication required.
TECHNIQUE OF SKIN CtRAFTINO
University of Texas School of Medicine
16 Mm Col Sil 43 Min.
Preparation of Flagstone Grafts; Split G-rafts; Described and
illustrated. Depicts the form and use of a special set of
;l instruments for cutting split sitin grafts. Grafts are shown
cut from the inner thigh and from anterior surface of thigh;
and smoothness of surface, regularity of borders, uniformity
of cut surfaces, and multiplicity of bleeding points are
pointed out. Healing of doner site three weeks after cutting is
||
described in detail.
Loan; Available at nominal rental charges plus transportation
both ways.
THERAPEUTIC EXERCISE - INTRODUCTION 1947 — Page 91
THERAPEUTIC EXERCISE - CSREBRO-SPINAL INJURIES
U. S. Army, MF 1992
Not released as yet. No details available at the present time.
Loan: Upon release will be made available to medical and
medically allied groups. Exoense of transportation both ways.
Will require special application form.
THERAPEUTIC EXERCISE - ORTHOPEDICS
U. S. Army, PMF 5051
MF 12S9
16 Mm B&W Snd 30 Min.
c
Description of Films - Continued
THERAPEUTIC EXERCISE - ORTHOPEDICS - continued
Recent release. No further details available at the present
time.
Loan: Available to medical and medically allied groups.
I Expense of transportation both ways. Special application form
required.
THERAPEUTIC SXEP.CISE - PERIPHERAL NERVE IMJUP.IES
U. S. Army, Am^I PMF 5053
MF 1290
16 Mm B&W Snd 18 Min.
Recent release. No further details of content available at the
j
present time.
^'Loan: Available on loan-free basis to medical and medically
allied groups. Expense of transportation both ways. Special
application form required.
THERAPEUTIC EXERCISE - TENDON TRANSPLANTS
U. S. Army, PMF 5054
MF 1291
16 Mm B&W Sil 8 Min.
Recent release. No further details of content available at the
present time.
Loan: Available on loan-free basis to medical and medically
allied groups. Expense of transportation both ws,ys. Special
application form required.
THERAPEUTIC EXERCISE - THORASIC SURGERY
U. S. Army, ARM PMF 5056
MF 1293
16 Mm RScW Snd 27 Min.
Recent release. No further details of content available at the
present time.
c
Description of Films - Continued
THERAPEUTIC SXERCISE-THORASIC SURGERY - continued
Loan: Available on loan-free basis to medical and medically
allied groups. Expense of transportation both ways. Special
application form required.
THERAPEUTIC USES OF HEAT AI^ID COLD. PAPJ I. ADMINISTRATION OF
HOT APPLICATIONS 1945 — Page 92
THERAPEUTIC USES OF HEAT AND COLD. PART II. ADMINISTPJITION OF
COLD APPLICATIONS 1945 — Page 93
THOxRASIC SURGERY. PART I. HExMOTHORAX V/ITK A CONSIDERATION OF
SPECIFIC REIvIEDIAL BR^THING EXERCISES 1946 Page 94
TRAINING THE DISABLED
National Society for Crippled Children and Adults
16 ma Bc&W Snd 25 Min.
British film illustrating in detail the training program at
Queen Elizabeth's Training College for Disabled Leatherheads
and St. Loyes College for Training and Rehabilitation of the
Disabled, Exeter,
Loan: Without charge to groups working with the handicapped.
Expense of transportation both ways.
UNDERWATER THERAPY 1938
Committee on Medical Motion Pictures, American Medical
Association
16 Mm B&W Sil 16 Min.
Presentation of therapeutic use of large and small exercise
pools and homemade tanks, and demonstration of types of
exercises given in such cases as infantile p£.ralysis, cerebral
palsy, and post operative congenital dislocations. Approved by
American College of Surgeons, Prepared by the Council on
Physical Medicine.
c
Description of Films - Concluded
UNDERWATER THERAPY - continued
Loan: Free of charge to medical and medically allied groups.
Expense of transportation both ways.
VITALLIUM CUP ARTHROPLASTY 1946
Davis and G-eck, No. 281
16 Mm Col Sil 33 Min.
Dr. N. M, Smith-Peterson, Boston, Mass, Professional level.
Loan: Free of chg.rge to medical and medically allied groups.
Return postage pre-paid.
WORK OF THE KIDNEYS. THE 1944
Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc. #267
16 Mm B&W Snd 11 Min.
Describes the renal system, the foundation of urine, regulation
of blood composition, and the functioning of the bladder.
Relation of blood pressure to urine flow, and rate of secretion
as affected by sugar, water, and temperature are given
Darticular consideration. The university of Chicago - Anton J.
Carlson, Ph. D. , 1.1. D. , H. G. Sv/ann, Ph. D. , and F. J. Mullin,
Ph. D. , IvI. D.
Loan: Available at regular rental rates plus transportation
both ways.
May be obtained also from Boston University, Division of
Teaching Aids, at nominal rental rates plus transportation.
May be obtained from The V/istar Institute at regular rental
rates plus transportation.
May be obtained from U. S. Army, {ABM TF 8-1392) on loan- free
basis to medical and medically allied groups. Exoense of
transportation both ways. Special application form required.

Film Sources
Producer and/or Distributor
American Cajicer Society, Inc.
350 Fifth Ave.
New York 1, N. Y. *
American Medical Association,
(Ralph P. Creer, Sec. Comra on Medical Motion Pictur
535 North L)earborne St.
Chicago, 10, Illinois
Becton, Dickinson & Co.,
(Katherine I John, Film Service Department)
Rutherford, N. J.
Bell &- Howell Filmsound Library @
1801 Larchmont Ave.
Chicago 13, Illinois
Boston University, Division of Teaching Aids /
84 Exeter St.
Boston 16, Mass,
Brajidon Films, Inc. @
1600 Broadway
New York 12, N. Y.
Bray Studios @
729 Seventh Ave.
New York 19, N. Y.
British Information Services / (usually)
907 - 15th St., N. W.
Washington, 5, D. C.
Billie Burke Productions @
7416 Beverly Boulevard
Hollywood, California
Bureau of Mines
U, S. Department of the Interior
4800 Forbes St.
Pittsburgh 15, Pa.
#i
Film Sources - Continued
Castle Films @
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N. Y.
Davis & Geek, Inc. *
Surgical Film Library
57 Willoughby St.
Brooklyn 1, N. Y,
Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc. @
20* N. Wacker Drive
Chicago 19, Illinois
Fulton, Dr. G. P.
College of Liberal Arts, Boston University
Boston, Mass.
Indiana University /
Bloomington,
Indiana
Johnson and Johnson *
Nev; Brunswick,
New Jersey
Massachusetts General Hospital *
Fruit St.
Boston, Mass.
Massachusetts Department of Public Health * (within state)
Bureau of Health Information
State House
Boston, Mass.
Merck & Co. *
Department RA-ADV
Railway,
New Jersey
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis *
120 Broadway
New York 5, N. Y.
National Film Board of Canada *
1746 Massachusetts Ave., N. W. and 84 E. Randolph St.
Washington 6, D. C. Chicago 1, 111.
€1
Film Sources - Continued
National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, Inc.
Fleta L. Simpson, Information Services, *
11 South LaSalle St.
Chicago, 111.
Northwestern University Medical School /
303 East Chicago Ave.
Chicago, 111.
Pennsylvania State College,
Psychological Cinema Register @
State College, Pa.
Sarnoff Surgical Motion Picture Library
1405 Albemarle Road
Brooklyn, N. Y.
E. R. Squibb & Sons
745 Fifth Ave.
New York 22, N. Y.
Surgical Film Library - see Davis and G-eck, Inc.
United States Government Agencies:
Army Air Forces *
Commanding General, Air Material Command
Wright Field
Dayton, Ohio
Bureau of Mines - see Bureau of Mines *
Office of Education o
Temporary M
26th and Constitution Ave.
Washington 25, D. C.
Office of War Information o
c/o Library of Congress
Washington 25, D. C.
U. S. Army *
Chief, Education and Training Services
Office of the Surgeon General
War Department
Washington 25, D. C,
ff
4
162.
t
Film Sources - concluded
United States Government Agencies - concluded
U. S. Navy *
Chief, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery
Navy Deot,, Potomac Annex
23rd St; & E. St.
,
N. W.
"Yashington 25, D. C.
U. S. Public Health Service *
Office of the Surgeon G-eneral
19th St. & Constitutional Ave.
Washington 25, D. C.
Veterans Administration *
Vermont and H. St., N. W.
Washington 25, D. C.
University of California /
Dept. of Visual Instruction - and Los Angeles Div.
San Francisco 22, Cali. Los Angeles, Call.
University of Pennsylvania /
School of Medicine
Philadelphia, Pa.
University of Texas /
School of Medicine
Austin, Texas
University of Wisconsin /
Madison,
Wisconsin
Upjohn Co. *
301 Henrietta St.
Kalamazoo 99d
Michigan
Wistar Institute, The
Woodlsjid Ave. at 65th St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Wyeth Inc. , Film Library
1600 Arch St.
Philadelphia 3, Pa.
j
1
1i
63,
1938
Producer -
Distributor
16 Mm
B&W
Col
Snd
Sil
10 Min.
600 ft.
PL/iF 5025
MF 1263
Nav, Fs SN 222
VA-Fs 980-17
No. 173
FS
TP
Page 35
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Code Used
Following title - year of production
Principal agency - others listed under heading,,
of Loan
Size of film. This is to standard, safety-size
used in all educational films.
Black and White film
Colored film
Sound film - to be used only on sound
pro J ectors
Silent film - may be used with either sound or
silent projectors
Running time of film quoted in minutes
Running time of film quoted in film footage
U. S. Army, Film number to be used in requestir^^'
loan of film
U. S. Navy, Film number to be used in requesting
loan of film
Veteran's Administration, Film number to be
used in requesting loan of film
Film number to be used in reauesting loan of
film
Film Strip
Training Film
Bage number following title indicates films in 'i
group-review program. See page indicated.
Loan-free, transportation expense only
Nominal renting fee, plus transportation
Begular rental rates, plus transportation
No longer serve as distributors
Booking of Films - Allow a minimum of three v/eeks time
ci
/
CHAPTER IV
P THE PROGRAJii FOR GROUP REVIEWING
OF SELECTED FILMS
The Program
The groups assisting; .— The second objective of this
project was carried out with the assistsjice of the following
groups
:
I
Group 1 - Graduate level: Physical Medicine
Department, Veteran's Administration:
In-service training program for physical
therapy personnel.
Group 2 - Undergraduate level: Boston University,
College of Physical Educat ion- Sargent
;
In conjunction with the curriculum for
physical therapy majors.
The schedule of showingc .— The program of reviewing was
continuous throughout one college semester, the sessions for
the two groups running consecutively on one afternoon per
week, approximately one hour of film-time for each session, the
undergraduate group attending both sessions each week.
The selection of films .— Selection was made by the
^ Technical Director of Physical Therapy of each of the two
assisting groups, with a consideration of the specific
-64-
0
requirements of each group. All films selected are available
on a loan-free "basis to medical and medically related groups.
The sources sponsoring the films selected and the number of
films requested from each source are as follows:
13 films - The Council on Medical Motion Pictures,
American Medical Association
10 films - The United States Array
1 film - National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
3 films - The National Society for Cripoled Children
and Adults, Inc.
1 film - Becton, Dickinson & Co.
1 film - Johnson & Johnson
1 film - Merck & Co.
1 film - E. R. Squibb & Sons
Films Reviewed
At the Physical Medicine Department. Veteran's
Administration.
—
1. Convalescent Care and Rehabilitation of Patients
with Injury to the Spinal Cord
2. Thorasic Surgery, Part I, Hemothorax with a
Consideration of Specific Remedial Breathing
Exercises
3. Diary of a Sergeant
4. (a) Amputation Prosthesis and Their Use, Part I,
Upper Extremity
(b) Therapeutic Exercise - Introduction
5. (a) Intocostrin in the Treatment of Acute Poliomyelitis
(b) Stimulation of Capillary Circulation with Mecholyl
by Method of Ion Transfer
1
66.
Films Reviewed - Continued
6. (a) Contraction of Arteries and Arteriovenus
Anastonio ses
(b) Effects of Heat and Cold on the Circulation of the
Blood
(c) Effects of Massage on the Circulation of the
Blood
7. (a) Rehg.bilitetion of Cerebral Palsied Children
(b) A New Horizon
8. (a) Below Knee Amputation
(b) Swinging into Step
9. (a) Plaster Casts
(b) Plastic Repair of Thigh Stump
At Boston University. Colle^-e of Physical Education-
Sargent .—
1. (a) Back to Normal
(b) Meet McGonegal
(c) Recreational and Occupational Therapy
2. School of Anoiiher Chance
3. (a) Physical Diagnosis: Abnormalities in G-aits
(b) Physical Diagnosis: Other types of Involuntary
Llovement
4. Hydrotherapy
5. (a) Therapeutic Uses of Heat and Cold, Part I,
Administration of Hot Applications
(b) Therapeutic Uses of Heat and Cold, Part II,
Administration of Cold Apolications
6. Milwaukee Curative Workshop, Children's Program
7. Physical Diagnosis: Extremities
8. Physical Diagnosis: Head and Face
9. Care of Athletic Type Injuries

Films Reviewed - Concluded
10. Help Wanted
11. Aids in Muscle Training
Criteria for Evaluation
Su"b.1ective evaluation .— In passing judgement on motion
pictures in education, Hoban^ has this to say:
"Evaluation is a subjective, not an objective process. It
rests on empirical data and is derived from them, but the
eraoirical data upon which evaluation rests are not merely
quantitative, nor do they contribute to evaluation merely
because they are quantitative. The evaluation of motion
pictures in education then, does not consist merely,
exclusively or necessarily in 'measuring' the results of
film showing on behavior through the use of tests that can
be reduced to a mathematical interger. (— ) Evaluation
involves judgement of value and to pass Judgement on the
value of a film is to evaluate it".
Authorities agree, in general, that in the consideration of
film value, it is not the good or bad qualities of the film
itself that are to be judged. Evaluation instead, should be
made from the standpoint of whether the film is good for
specific purposes, groups, and circumstances.
Score card .— Dale^ points out that while a great many
evaluation sheets or cards have been developed, a simple
evaluation built on the following suggestions is suitable for
the purpose of judging materials which are to be rented or
purcha.sed:
Bib. 1, Oo. cit .. Hoban, p. 128.
Bib. 2, Qo. cit .
.
Dale, p. 500.

"1. You are interested in knowing whether the material
relates to the purposes sought in teaching processes.
2. You wish to ascertain the truthfulness of the
material.
5. You wish to judge its quality, photogra^phic or
otherwise.
4. You wish to determine its appropriateness for a
particular group of students.
"
Drawing from the material of three established score sheets or
cards, -^j 2» and the criteria cited, the subjective evaluation
of the films reviewed is based on these considerations:
1. Major purpose of film
2. Strength, Limitations, Weaknesses,
a. Educational possibilities and level of
instruction
b. Does it give a true picture and provoke the mind
to criticism
c. Unique contribution over other means of
presentation
d. Are techniques considered obsolete
e. Technical quality of film itself
5, C5-eneral estimate of film value - rating of Excellent,
Fair, G-ood, Poor
4. Significant agreement or differences of opinion brought
out in group discussion.
5. Status of group evaluating film - Graduate and/or
undergraduate.
Bib. 1 Educational Film Library Association, "EFLA Evaluation",
Educational Film Library Association Inc., New York, N. Y.
,
1946.
Bib. 2 E. U. Division of Teaching Aids, "Score Card for the
Evaluation of Available Educational Motion Pictures to Determine
their Suitability for School Use", Boston University, School of
Education, Boston, 1947.
Bib. 3 ComiTiittee on Audio-Visual Aids, Films. Filmslides. and
Slides as Visual Teaching Aids in Schools of Nursing . National
League of Nursing Education, N. Y. C. , 1946.
r
Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviewed
AIDS IN IviUSCLS TRAINING 1938
Committee on Medical Lotion Pictures, American Medical
Association
16 Mm B&W Sil 12 Min.
Demonstration of sling suspension exercises for
lower extremity, and three kinds of walkers for
exercises. Prepared by the Council of Physical
American lledicai Association.
Arjproved by the American College of Surgeons.
Loan: Available on loan-free basis to medical and medically
allied groups. Transportation charges both ways paid by
borrower.
Major Purpose of Film: Teaching film, demonstrating sDecific
techniques and mechanical aids employed in muscle re-education.
Strength, Limitations, Y/eaknesses: The film's strength lies in
the effective demonstration to students of ohysical therapy
what may be done by way of adaoting or i.norovising aids and
equipment for use v'ith bed-patients in muscle re-education.
Kov^ever, the film is old and somewhat faded. Captions are
brief but adequate. Some of the techniques of muscle re-
education are questionable in view of present-day teaching.
General Estimate of Film Value: Fair
Significant Agreement of Opinion: The student opinion was
unanimous in criticism of some of the techniques as
demonstrated in this film.
Evaluating C-roup: Undergraduate, seniors
the upper and
re-education
Medicine
,
c
Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviewed - Continued
AvrpuTATION PROSTHESIS AND THEIR USE. PART I. UPPER EXTREMITY
1946
U. S. Ar:uy, PMF 5024
MF 1262
16 Mm B&W Snd 29 Min.
Motion picture shows the processes involved in the functional
rehabilitation of men who have lost an arm. The steps con-
sidered are depicted in the training for maintainance of
neuromuscular control, the fitting of the prosthesis, and
training in the use of the artificial arm.
Loan: Available to medical and medically allied groups, on
loan-free basis. Exoense of transoortation to be paid by
borrower. Special application form required.
|
Major purpose of Film: Teaching film demonstrating the well
coordinated processes v/hich are carried on in the functional
restoration necessitated by various types of amputations of
the upper extremity.
Strength, Limitations, Wealmesses: The techniques of prosthesis
making, from the paper pattern to the finished device, and the
steps in the use of nev/ly acquired artificial arms are well
demonstrated. The use of prosthesis for work, dress, or
cosmetic value are shown in relation to actual amputations of
forearm, palm stump, above elbov/ and shoulder stump, and on
two patients with the unusual fore-quarter amputation v/hich
involves the removal of should girdle in addition to the arm.
General Estimate of Film Value: Excellent
Significant Agreement in Opinion: Both revie?7ing groups
expressed the opinion that this film is well suited to the
graduate and undergraduate level for gaining an understanding
of the broad picture covered in amputation prosthesis and their
use.
Evaluating G-roups: G-raduate and undergraduate, seniors.
i
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Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviewed - Continued
BACK TO NORLlAL 1944
British Information Services
16 Mm B&W Snd 16 Min.
The loss of a limb no longer prevents people from leading
normal lives. Today, artificial limbs are so skillfully made
and fitted that the wearers are quickly able to adjust them-
selves to their use. Rehabilitation centers offer courses of
instruction in new and often highly skilled trades. Shows
responsibility of community in accenting and making use of
these men, women, and children whose disabilities need not
prevent their contribution to normal community living. Made
at Roehampton Hospital, Englajid, film includes both civilian and
war veterans.
Loan: Available at nominal rates, plus transportation charges,
from British Information Services.
Available at regular rental rates, plus transportation charges,
from New York Film Library.
Available on loan-free basis, plus transportation charges, to
medical and medically allied groups, from Committee on Medical
Motion Pictures, American Medical Association.
Major Purposes of film: To develop appreciation and attitudes
towards the problem and the realization of the hazards
involved in both the military and civilian population during
modern warfare.
Strength, Limitations, Weaknesses: It represents the British
point of view. The demonstrations of British-designed pros-
thesis, used v;ith arm and leg amputees, affords opportunity for
comparison with other types. Sound qualities of the film are a
drawback for speech-accent is somewhat difficult to understand.
The film is geared to a non-technical level.
General Estimate of Film Value: Fair
Significant differences of Opinion: Although this film is a
great deal more technical in its approach to the orthopedic
problems of amputee-adjustment in the use of prosthetic devices,
the students considered it inferior to the American film. Meet
McG-onegal, which was reviewed at the same showing. Student
opinion, not shared by the graduates present, was that the
techniques were outmoded. The two films discussed were
released the sa,me year - 1944.
Evaluating Group: Undergraduate, seniors
ci
Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviev/ed - Continued
BELOW KI^ISE A3.IPUTATI0N .1946
U. S. Army, ARM Misc. 1271
PI^F 5031
16 Mm Col Snd 14 Min.
An acceoted amputation method, useful both immediately after
injury and in secondary repair of a stump, is r)ortrayed
primarily for members of the m.edical profession and allied
technically-trained personnel.
(Loan: Free to medical and medically allied groups, olus
trans.- ortation enlarges both ways. R.equires soecial aoplication
form..
Major Purposes of Film: Demonstration of surgical techniques
employed in a below-knee amputation.
Strength, Limitations, Weaknesses: Close-up views of the
proceedures involved in producing an amputation- stump of ideal
length, and to v/hich a prosthesis may be fitted for successful
usage.
General Estimate of Film Value: G-ood
Evaluating Group: Graduate and undergraduate, seniors
CI
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Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviewed - Continued
CARE CF ATHLETIC TYPE INJURIES
Becton, Dickinson & Co.
16 Mm Col Sil 45 Min.
Expert bandaging with an extensive use of adhesive tape, gauze,
elastic, and adhesive bandage.
Loan: Available on loan- free basis, plus return postage, to
hospital and medical groups.
Major Purpose of Film; Review and summarization of the various
types of bandaging techniques and their application to upper
and lower extremities.
Strength, Limitations, Weaknesses: Excellent in picturization,
aimed at the technical level, it, nevertheless, is of little
value as a teaching aid for the student of physical therapy
since the skill acquired in bandaging is largely a matter of
practice.
General Estimate of Film Value: Fair
Evaluating Group: Undergraduate, seniors

Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviewed - Continued
CONTRACTION OF ARTERIES AI'ID ARTERIOVENUS ANASTQVQSES 1935
Committee on Medical Motion Pictures, American Medical
Association
16 Jim B&W Sil 10 Min.
EFFECTS OF HEAT AND COLD ON THE CIRCULATION OF THE BLOOD 1933
16 Mm B&W Sil 12 Min.
I EFFECTS OF I'lASSA&E ON THE CIRCULATION OF THE BLOOD 1933
16 Mm B&W Sil 8 Min.
Demonstrations as seen through a glass chamber installed in a
rabbit's ear. These three films were prepared by Dr. E. R.
Clark, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine,
Philadelphia.
Loan: Available on loan-free basis to medical and medically
related groups. Expense of transportation both ways.
Major Purposes of Films: Teaching films, demonstrating the
physiological aspects involved in the application of heat,
cold, and massage, as affecting or influencing the circulation
of the blood.
Strength, Limitations, Weaknesses: Although these films are
directed at the technical level, they represent a pointed
demonstration of the fact that without a definite correlation
with subject matter they are failures as teaching films.
The films are old, photography is not very clear, and shown on
a sound projector with standard setting, they are run too fast
for caption reading. Redone with sound dialogue, the films
could fill an important place in the training of students in
physical therapy.
General Estimate of Film Value: Poor
Significant Agreement in Opinion: Unanimous feeling that the
films do not approach expectations.
Evaluating G-roups: G-raduate and undergraduate, seniors

Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviewed - Continued
CONVALESCENT CARS AND REHABILITATION OF PATIENTS WITH INJURY
TO THE SPINAL CORD 1946
U. S. Army, PMF 5015
MF 1234
16 Mm Col Snd 41 Min.
Approved diagnostic, surgical and nursing care, and physical-
medicine techniques and practices pertinent to the care and
rehabilitation of paraplegic patients.
Loan: Available on loan- free basis to medical and medically
related groups. Transportation charges both ways paid by
borrov/er. Requires special application form.
Major purpose of Film: Demonstrates the specific techniques
required and the medical care involved in the management and
treatment of this physically incapacitating type of injury.
Strength, Limitations, Weaknesses: The professional level of
the film is well suited for students majoring in physical
therapy as well as for physical therapy technicians in the
field for it depicts in detail the stages in the medical care
of the paraplegic before rehabilitation commences as well as
the actual physical therapy involved in restoring these
patients to an adjusted living. Color film adds emphasis to
portions of the film.
Q-eneral Estimate of Film Value: Excellent
Significant Agreement of Opinion: Both groups agreed in the
excellent teaching quality of this film for d emons trating
techniques which are largely a development of war-time
physical medicine.
Evaluating Group: Graduate and undergraduate, seniors

76.
Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviewed - Continued
I
DIARY OF A SER&EAI\[T 1945
U. S. Army, Misc. 1129
16 Mm Snd 21 Min.
Designed for patients who have lost a limb. The ourpose is to
show how one soldier in a serious situation v/as able to regain
his place in a normal, happy living. Deals with mental
attitude primarily.
Loan: Available on loan-free basis to medical and medically
related g?oups. Transportation both ways paid by borrower.
Requires special application form.
Major Purpose of Film; Desig-ned to rebuild morale in those
handicapped by loss of arms or legs.
Strength, Limitations, Weaknesses: Film is on the non-technical
level, representing the diary of a man faced with the re-
adjustment necessary follo\7ing the amputation of both arms, a
story told over a three month's period. Demonstrates, v/ithout
great detail, the steps involved in the making, fitting, and
training for use of the prosthetic appliances.
General Estimate of Film Value: Good
Evaluating G-roup: Graduate
ci
Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviewed - Continued
KELP W.OTED 1942
Johnson and Johnson
16 :.Lti B&W Snd 31 llin.
General "oresentation of the basic principles of first aid, the
circulatory system, improvised tourniquets, use of bandages,
treatment of shock, burns, artificial resoiration, splints.
Produced in conjunction with U. S. Public Health Service.
Approved by American College of Surgeons.
Loan: Available on a loan-free basis, dIus return postage, to
qualified groups.
Major Purpose of Film: Teeching film, demonstrating specific
techniques for the employment and methods for administration of
first aid treatment.
Strength, Limitations, V/eaknesses: The film, a comorehensive
summary of first aid crincicles, v/ould have value in the field
of physical thera-oy, as a teaching film, only ^-^hen used in
conjunction with a prescribed course in first aid.
G-eneral Estimate of Film Value: G-ood
Evaluating G-roup: Undergra.duat e , seniors
C
Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviewed - Continued
HYDROTHERAPY 1945
Office of Education o
16 Mm B&W Snd 22 Min.
Shows how to administer sedative baths (Nauheim and continuous
flowing) and wet sheet pack; tonic showers, douches, sprays,
special types of therapeutic baths; rehabilitation hydrotherapy
In the Hubbard bath and rehabili taction pool; and the
physiological effects of hydrotherapy on the body.
Loan: Available from Committee on Medical Motion Pictures,
American .iedicsl Association, on loan-free basis, plus
transportation, to medical and medically allied groups.
Available from Castle Films at regular rentals, plus
transportation.
Available from, New York University, Indiana University, and
University of Iowa at nomineJL rental rates, plus transportation.
Major Purpose of Film: Teaching filra d emonstrating the use of
water in therapeutic application for raaintainance or re-
establishment of physical health.
Strength, Limitations, Weaknesses: Primarily adapted to the
level of the student nurse, it may be used to acquaint the
student of physical therapy with the various forms of hydro-
therapy and methods of use, and for review and summarization of
textual material, Sound descriptions are orecise.
j-eneral Estimate of Film Vglue: G-ood
Evaluating G-roup: Undergraduate, Juniors
{i
Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviewed - Continued
INTOCOSTRIN IN THE TREATMENT OF ACUTE POLIOMYELITIS 1946
E. R. Squibb and Sons
16 Mm Col Snd 40 Min.
Motion picture shows the progress of the disease in twenty-five
cases of acute sjiterior poliomyelitis; method of giving
intocostrin, myographic studies showing spasm in acute anterior
poliomyelitis and its control; and the physical therapy
techniques used in the treatment, with the end results included.
Dr. Nicholas Ransohoff.
Loan: Available on loan- free basis to medical personnel.
Major Purpose of Film: This film widens the scope of knowledge
in regard to the treatment of poliomyelitis by means of the
combined use of "Curare" and physical therrpy.
Strength, Limitations, Weaknesses: The film's strength lies
in the demonstrations afforded in a presentation of one point
of view, which is still controversial, in the treatment of
infantile paralysis. Its weakness lies in the fact that,
without accompanying sound to demonstrate the point, the
film's claims in regard to patient-tolerance versus the
facial grimaces shown in the establishment and maintainance
of normal muscle length, are unconvincing.
General Estimate of Film Value: Good
Evaluating Groups: Graduate and undergraduate, seniors
4
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Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviewed - Continued
MEET IvICQONS&AL 1944
U. S. Army, Misc. 956
16 Mm B&W Snd 12 Min.
Picturization of a well-known amputee, now a successful
business executive; designed to show how a man with two
artificial arms can get along.
Loan: Available to medical and medically allied groups on
loan-free basis, plus transportation charges. Requires
special application form.
Major Purpose of Film: Psychological stimulation, aimed
prima.rily at those individuals required to make a satisfactory
mental and physical adjustment following the loss of arms or
legs.
Strength, Limitations, Weaknesses: The extreme seriousness
of the situation, that of a double-arm amputee's adjustment to
successful living, is useful in acquainting the student with
the many sides, and an appreciation of the problems involved.
Although the film is adapted to a non-technical level, it
represents a smooth-running story told by actual demonstrations
in meeting the various situations of daily living.
G-eneral Estimate of Film Value: G-ood
Significant differences in Opinion: The students voiced a
liking for this film which fact may be attributed to the drama
in the situation. From the standpoint of applied physical
therapy there is little to contribute as a teaching device.
Evaluating Group: Undergraduate, seniors
^1
c
Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviewed - Continued
I-HLWAUKSS CIj?.ATIVE WORKSHOP; CHILDREN'S PROaRAM
National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, Inc.
16 Mm Col Sil 35 Min.
Film showing the treatment program for cerebral palsied
children and the coordine-tion of various therapeutic
proceedures in the program of medical care.
Loan: Available on loan-free basis to groups working with the
handicapped. Transportation charges both ways. Report form
to be completed by borrower, giving group data.
Major Purpose of Film: A teaching film demonstrating special
techniques and problems involved in establishing a sense of
independence and in teaching muscular coordination to children
handicapped by cerebral palsy.
Strength, Limitations, Weaknesses: Film shows how motivation
is created and social instincts are used with group play in
the hospital-school situation, the part that rhythm plays in
training for muscular coordination, ajid the responsibility
of the parents in the home exercise program of rehabilitation.
The film is geared to the professional level.
General Estimate of- Film Value: G-ood
Significant Agreement of Opinion: The date of film production
is not known. However, there was general criticism of some
of the techniques employed in the training for muscular
coordination and the feeling that they do not represent the
practices in recognized use at the present tim.e.
Evaluating G-roup: Undergraduate, seniors
LI'
Subjective Eveluation of Films Reviewed - Continued
A NEW HORIZON
The National Foundation for Infajitile Paralysis
16 Mm B&W Snd 20 Min.
A technical film on physical therapy for the medical profession.
It shows a complete physical therapy department and shows how
such a deoartment is used in a modern hospital. Produced by
HKO-Pathe and the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis.
Approved by the Committee on Medical Motion Pictures of the
American College of Surgeons.
Loan: Available on loan-free basis, return transportation
charge paid by borrower, use restricted to the medical
profession. It will be of interest to physicians, internes,
nurses, physical therapy technicians, medical schools, hospital !
||
staffs, and other professional personnel.
Major Purpose of Film: An introduction to the field of physical
medicine; the basic principles involved in its apolication,
organizing, ajid conducting physical therapy in a modern hospital;
and the role of the physical therapy technician in the
administration of treatment.
Strength, Limitations, Weaknesses: Discussion by medical men in
an outstanding medical center, the film presents a realistic
picturization of modern physical therapy's place in the medical
world. Professionally produced, aimed at the medical level,
sponsored by the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis,
no stress is laid on the treatment of tha.t disease.
General Estimate of Film Value: Student vote - G-ood, Graduate
vote - Excellent.
Significant Differences of Opinion: The student opinion, that
this film is best suited to acquaint other medical groups,
such as medic8.1 students and the student nurse, with the field
of physical medicine, was not shared by the graduate group.
The latter group was of the opinion that this film represents
an excellent means of orienting the physical therapy student
with zhe broad field of physical medicine. They agreed,
however, that, because of sponsorship by the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis, it was disappointing that the film
11
does not demonstrate specific and advanced techniques for the
I treatment of poliomyelitis.
Evaluation Groups: Graduate and undergraduate, seniors.
(
Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviewed - Continued
PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS 1942, revised 1945
Committee on Medical Motion Pictures, American Medical
Association
16 Mm Col Sil
Series of seventeen reels; a oresentation of advanced and
unusual cases with physical signs demonstrable by inspection.
Reel 1, 15 Min. Abnormalities in gait
Reel 2, 15 Min. Other types of involuntary movement
Reels 3-4, 50 Min. Endocrine diseases with che.racteristic
physiognomy
Reel 5, 15 Min. Abnormalities in color
Reels 6,7,8 45 Min. Head and Face
Reel 9, 15 Min. Neck
Reels 10,11, 25 Min. Chest
Reel 12, 10 Min. Displacement of the apical impulse
Reels 13,14, 25 Min. Abdomen, back, perineum
Reels 16,17, 40 Min. Extremities
Produced by Dr. G-ordon B. Meyers, Dr. Fred J. Margolis, and
Dr. Muir Clapper, Wayne University College of Medicine, Detroit
Loan: Available on loan-free basis, plus transportation, to
medical and medically allied groups.
Major Purpose of Films: These films represent a demonstration
of specific clinical conditions and diseases.
Strength, Limitations, Weaknesses: Directed at a professional
level, an advantage in their use may be found in the broadening
of the student's background and knowledge by demonstrations of
physical signs in areas related to physical therapy. Reels 1
and 2. Reels 6,7,8 were not reviewed by the student group
because of total lack of application to the course of ^udy.
Reels 16 and 17 were reviewed but found to contribute little as
a teaching aid in physical therapy. Reproduction with sound
dialogue would make the reels shown more meaningful on the
student level.
General Estimate of Film Value: Reels 1 and 2, Excellent
Significant Agreement of Opinion: The students were impressed
by showing of Reels 1 and 2, expressing the opinion that they
were the best film reviewed up to that point in the reviewing
program.
Evaluating Group: Undergraduate, seniors
r(
Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviewed - Continued
PLASTER CASTS 1944
U. S. Army, ARL/l-TF 8-2080
16 Mm MW Snd 57 Min.
Shows all steps in preparation of plaster casts and emphasizes
the importance of the plaster technician's duties.
Loan: Available on loan-free basis to medical and medically
allied groups. Transportation charges, both ?/ays, to be paid
by borrower. Requires special application form.
Major Purpose of Film: A teaching film designed to show in
detail the materials, tools, end equipment of the plaster room;
the methods employed in the making of plaster bandages; the
application and removal of various types of arm, leg, and body
casts.
Strength, Limitations, Weaknesses: On the technical level, the
film presents a detailed picture of the workings of the
department and the duties of the personnel in the plaster room
of a modern hospital. The film is v/ell suited to the student
level for it covers a variety of activities not possible in
actual demonstration.
General Estimate of Filai Value: Excellent
Significant Agreement: Both groups agreed that the film has
value on both the graduate and undergraduate level. The feeling
was expressed that this film is one of the best in the review
program for instructional purposes.
Evaluating Group: Graduate and undergraduate, seniors
c
Subjective EvS-lua.tion of Films Revie^^'ed - Continued
PLASTIC REPAIR OF THiaH STU:.iP
U. S. Army, FEF 5023
MF 1246
16 Mm Col Sil 10 Kin.
Film demonstrates a secondary operation performed on a painful
thigh stump v/hich necessitated the removal of a neuroma on the
sciatic nerve and the adherent scar tissue.
Loan: Available on loan-free basis to medical and medically
allied groups, plus the expense of transportation both ways.
Special a'oplication form required.
Major Puroose of Film: Teaching film, demonstrating the
surgical techniques for purposes of reDair in producing a
stumo suitable for fitting to and the use of an artificial
limb.
Strength, Limitations, V/eaknesses: The films demonstrates in
close-up views some of the surgical factors involved in
producing a useable stump. Good views of ill-placed and
adherent scar tissue, an irregular bone ending, and excision of
the gainful neuroma on the sciatic nerve.
General Estimate of Film Value: Good
Evaluating Groups: Graduate and undergraduate, seniors
€C
Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviewed - Continued
RECREATIONAL MP OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 1946
Office of Education o
16 I/iin B&W Snd 13 Min.
Shows the recreational and occupational activities fitted to
the patient's condition; passive diversions during an immobile
stage following traumatic injury; limited physical activities
carried on in bed; individualized occupational work in hospital
and community and social recreation projects.
Loan: Available from the Committee on Medical Motion Pictures,
American Medical Association, on loan- free basis, plus trans-
portation charges, to medical and medically allied groups.
Available at regular rental rates, plus transportation chg.rges,
from Castle Films, Bell & Howell Filmsound Library, and
Indiana University.
Major Purpose of Film: Designed as a teaching film and
demonstrating the methods used in creating favorable mental
attitudes in those faced with a lengthy convalescence.
Strength, Limitations, Wealmesses: Primarily adapted to the
level of the student nurse, it gives an idealistic representa-
tion of a situation v/hich is encountered but rarely in the
usual hospital set-up. Diversional therapy is stressed at the
expense of occupational therapy. There are no lead-up
situations, the transition from illness to convalescence is
ma.de without consideration for the processes, preparation,
ingenuity of the physical and occupational therapist, or the
lack of equipment for therapeutic purposes. Film could be made
useful if presented in sequence with other films covering the
above mentioned phases.
G-eneral Estimate of Film Value: Fair
Significant Agreement of Opinion:
in criticism of this film, - that
unrealistic.
Student opinion was unanimous;
the picture as presented was
!
Evaluating G-roup: Undergraduate, seniors
I
Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviewed - Continued
REHABILITATION FOR CEREBRAL PALSIED CHILDREN
National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, Inc.
16 Mm Col Sil 35 Min.
Film shows the program of the treatment center for cerebral
palsied children at St. Johns Crippled Children's School and
Hospital, Springfield, Illinois. It illustrates the way in
v/hich diagnostic proceedures, occupational therapy, speech
therapy, special education and recreation are integrated into
the total program of medical care. Explanatory script provided.
Considered by the National Society as being best in it's field.
Loan: Available on loan-free basis to groups working with the
handicapped. Transportation charges both ways paid by borrower.
Report form to be completed by borrower giving data on group
reviewing film.
Major Purpose of Film: A comprehensive study giving an under-
standing picture of the aspects involved in diagnosis,
treatment, and rehabilitation of those handicapped by cerebral
palsy.
Strength, Limitations, Weaknesses: Demonstrations, at the
professional level, show diagnostic differences in the spastic
and athetoid types. Improvement is noted on charts and graphs
as a basis for educability. Use of color film adds interest
in reproducing the psychological effect desired when mechanical
devices are used to motivate the child to activity.
General Estims.te of Film Value: Excellent
Significant Agreement in Opinion: Circumstances necessitated
reviewing the film without the assistance of the descriptive
script which accompanies film. That both groups found the
film highly suitable to teaching purposes, even without the use
of the script, is an indication of its value to the field of
physical therapy.
Evaluating Groups: Graduate and undergraduate, seniors
c
Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviewed - Continued
SCHOOL OF ANOTHER CHANCE
National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, Inc.
16 Mm B&W Snd 25 Min.
It tells the story of the opoortunities offered at the
Institute for the Crippled and Disabled, New York City, and th
I
employment possibilities of well trained handicapped workers.
'Loan: Available on loan-free basis to groups v/orking with the
handicapped, plus transportation charges both ways. Report
form, giving group data, to be completed by borrower.
Major Purpose of Film; Designed to develop attitudes and an
appreciation of the mental, physical, and social factors
involved in the readjustment of the physically handicaroped to
norma.l living.
Strength, Limitations, Weaknesses: The film is on a non-
technical level. While it has no direct bearing on the
applicable techniques of physical therapy, it may be used in
correlating the work of the social agencies and the rehabilita
;
tion of the handicapped.
General Estimate of Film Value: G-ood
Evaluating G-roup: Undergraduate, seniors
c
Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviewed - Continued
STIU'IULATIOM OF CAPILLARY CIRCULATION \yiTH I'ffiCHOLYL BY METHOD OF
ION TRANSFER
Merck & Co.
16 Mm Col Sil 12 Min.
Illustrated method for administration by means of galvanic
current and shows the results in a case of chronic ulcer and in
a case of scleroderma. Taken at the Peripheral Vascular Clinic,
of the Post Graduate Hospital, Columbia University, New York.
Loan: Available on loan-free basis to medical and medically
I
all led groups.
Major Purpose of Film: Represents a demonstration of a specific
techniaue, that of the use of the galvanic current for the
administration of a drug for treatment of specific conditions.
Strength, Limitation, V/eaknesses: This film is the only one
covered by this survey which shows the applied use of the
galvanic current. Although the film is short, it presents a
demonstration of the method of applying electrodes, the
[measuring of joint motion in fingers, and views of the
conditions discussed before and after the course of treatment.
No objectionable features exist in the commercial sDonsorship
of the film.
G-eneral Estimate of Film Value: Excellent
, Evaluating Group: Graduate and undergraduate, seniors
c
SulDjective Evaluation of Films Reviev.'ed - Continued
SWINGING INTO STEP 1945
U. S. Army, ARil TF 8-2085
16 Mm B&W 3nd 33 Min.
Rehabilitation and morale film for amputees shov^ing graphically
ho\7 loss of limbs does not mean the patient cannot return to
normal living.
Loan: Available on l">an-free basis to medical and medically
related groups. Transportation both v/ays to be oaid by the
borrower. Requires soecial aoolication form.
Major Purpose of Film: Stimulation is necessary for the re-
building of morale and bodies of those handicapped by loss of
arm or leg. Tnis film demonstrates this by showing vhs.t is
being done in both areas.
Strength, Limitations, Weaknesses: The running- story of this
film carries the onlooker from a returning overseas hosoital
ship through the stages of recovery "orovided by the amputation
and rehabilitation centers, where making, fitting and training
in the use of the prosthesis takes place. The uses of physica.l
therapy measures are stressed in methods of rehabilitation.
Overcoming the mental handicaos, by showing what can and is
being done by the handicapped in the fields of sport and
recreation, as well as in the occupations of normal living, is
the stimulus of the film. Film has a tendency to drag in the
latter oarts.
General Estimate of Film Value: Graduate vote - Good, Student
vote - Excellent.
Significant Difference of Opinion: The teaching value of the
film to each of the evaluating- groups is reflected in the
general estimate. To the student, the filin provides incentive
by showing riow she may help in the rehabilitation of the
handicaDped.
Evaluating Groups: Graduate and. Undergraduate, seniors
4
Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviewed - Continued
THERAPEUTIC EXERCISES - IKTTRODUCTION 1947
U. S. Army, PMF 5034
MF 1286
16 Mm B&W Snd 20 Min.
'This film, first in a series on Therapeutic Exercise, gives the
overall view of the part played by therapeutic exercise in
Army medicine. Various phases of both physical and occupational
I
therapy are shown, ranging from the exercise permitted while the
^patient is still confined to bed, to the physical reconditioning
programs carried on during convalescence, and programs of muscle
^|re-education in those handicapped by disease or injury.
Loan: Available on loan- free basis, expense of transportation
both ways, to medical and medically allied groups. Special
application form required.
Major Purpose of Film: The film represents a topical intro-
duction to the technical application of physical medicine,
with demonstrations of the special techniques of physical
I
therapy in regard to exercise and muscle re-education.
Strength, Limitation, Weaknesses: As an introduction on the
.professional level of instruction, it touches lightly on the
i
various aspects without coordinating the application of
therapeutic measures. However, the meaning of therapeutic
ii exercise is demonstrated in a wide range of treatment, from the
static contractions taught to patients in traction to the
!
exercises with heavy resistance practiced by those patients
;. re-building for muscle power. It should be pointed out to
students, to whom this may be an orientation to the techniques
of therapeutic exercise, that the techniques as applied to the
.heavy resistance exercises have been modified since the
production of this film.
G-eneral Estimate of Film Value: Excellent
Evaluating G-roup: G-raduate and undergraduate, seniors
It'
Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviewed - Continued
THERAPEUTIC USES OF HEAT AND COLD. PART I. ADIvIINI STRATI ON OF
HOT APPLICATIONS 1945
Office of Education o
16 Mm B&W Snd 21 Min.
Explains the nature of heat and shows how it is transferred by
conduction, conversion, and convection; explains body reactions
to heat and the use of these reactions in the alleviation of
pain; shows how to apply hot water bottles, electric pads,
chemical pads, and paraf in bath; how to use hot soaks,
compresses, infra red lamp and short wave diathermy; and
precautions which must be taken when applying heat.
Loan: Available from the American Medical Association on loan-
free basis to medical and medically allied groups, expense of
transportation both ways.
Available from Boston University, Division of Teaching Aids,
and from Ina.iana University at nominal rental rates, plus
transportation charges.
Available from Castle Films and Bell & Howell Filmsound Library
at regular rental rates, plus transportation charges.
Major Purpose of Film: Teaching film demonstrating the
principles involved in the use of heat as an agent in physical
medicine.
Strength, Limitations, V/eaknesses: Primarily adapted to teach-
ing on the student nurse level, this film has little to
contribute as a teaching aid in physical therapy. It may be
used to summarize methods of applying heat to the body.
Diagrams Illustrate the effects of heat on molecules, on skin
surface; the depth of penetration in heat rays, and the path of
heat rays between the electrodes used in short wave diathermy.
G-eneral Estimate of Film Value: Fair
Evaluating Group: Undergraduate, juniors
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Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviewed - Continued
TKS?A?EUTIC USES OF HEAT AND COLD. PART II. ADMINISTRATION OF
I COLD APPLICATIONS 1945
Office of Education o
16 Ivlm B&W Snd 22 Mln.
Shows the body's response to cold stimuli and how these re-
sponses are used to aleviate pain; how to administer contrast
baths and ice-bags; how to apply ice packs as anaesthesia; and
how to use refrigerating blankets and cold chamber.
Loan: Available from the American Medical Association on loan-
free basis to medical and medically allied groups, expense of
transportation both ways.
Available from Boston University, Division of Teaching Aids, and
from Indiana University at nominal rental rates, plus
transportation charges.
Available from Castle Films and Bell & Howell Filmsound Library
at regular rental rates, plus transportation charges.
Major Purposes of Film: Teaching film demonstrating the
principles involved in the use of cold applications as an agent
in physical medicine.
Strength, Limitations, Weaknesses: Animation in diagramatic
views shows the effect of cold on the circulation of the blood.
Although summarizing the various methods of applying cold as
a therapeutic measure, the film does not contribute greatly as
a teaching aid in physical therapy. It is primarily adapted to
teaching on the level of student nurse. Sound description and
demonstrations are not well coordinated.
a-eneral Estimate of film value: Fair
Evaluating G-roup: Undergraduate, Juniors

Subjective Evaluation of Films Reviewed - Concluded
THORASIC SURaSRY. PART I, HEI.IOTHOPJIX ^TH A CONSIDERATION OF
SPECIFIC RSIvISDIAL BREATHING EXERCISES 1946
U. S. Army, PMF 5016
MF 1236
16 Mm Col Snd 40 Min.
A presentation of the pathological, diagnostic and therapeutic
aspects of hemothorax and other disorders of the pleura and the
pleural cavity.
Loan: Available on loan-free basis to medical and medically
allied groups, expense of transportation both v/ays. Special
application form required.
Major Purpose of Film: Demonstration of the techniques of
surgery and physical therapy as employed in treatment of
thorasic conditions.
Strength, Limitations, Wealmesses: This film represents the
professional level of instruction with medical terminology
too advanced for student use without correlation by prior
instruction. Special advantages are found in the related use
of Xrays, intrabrachial anaesthesis, use of surgical cautery,
and restoration of motor-nerve control in the lung by applica-
tion of measures of physical therapy. Film drags at the outset
by diagramatic studies of lung with insufficient explanation of
meaning. From the standpoint of physical therapy, the emphasis
on remedial breathing is inadequate for appreciation of its
advantages.
General Estimate of Film Value: Student opinion - G-ood,
Graduate opinion - Excellent.
Significant Differences in Opinion: The differences in the
understanding of the subject is reflected in the difference of
opinion expressed in the film's value for teaching purposes.
Evaluating Groups: Graduate and undergraduate, seniors

CHAPTER V
CU?ilICULU::I OF AN ACCEPTABLE SCHOOL FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY
TECHNICIANS
Contents of the Curriculum
Standards DromulR^ated for this t:rpe of tralninp, .— In
the training of ohysical theraoy technicians, I.Iockl has
oointed out that orobably the most important single measure
lies in the hands of v;ell trained technicians. To this end,
the Council on hedical Education of the A:aerican I.Iedical
Association, in standardizing "che curriculum for the training
of ohysical therapy technicians^, stipulates that such
training should be cono.ucted by accredited universities,
medical schools, or hospitals. A consideration of the
course of study must also include the point or level at
which such instruction is to begin. The Council states:
"Candidates for admission should be able to satisfy one
of the following requirements:
(a) Graduation from an accredited school of
nursing;
(b) G-raduation from an accredited school of
physical education;
(c) Two years of approved college training
including satisfactory courses in biology and
other sciences."
Bib. 1, O^. ciT: . , Council on Physical Therapy, p. 13.
Bib. 2, Council on Iv-.edical Education and Hosoitals of the
American Medical Association, "Essentials of an Acceptable
School for "Physical Theraoy Technicians", Journal of the
Ameri can Medical Association. Vol. 130: 1156, Aoril 20, 1946
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Elements of the aooroved curriculum ,— '
(a) Applied sciences;
Anatomy
Pathology
Physiology
Psychology
Physics
(b) Proceedures;
ilectrotheraoy
Radiaoion theraoy (Xray and radium theraoy not
included in course for -ohysical therapy
technicians
)
Hydrotherapy
Massage
Theraoeutic Exercise
(c) Physical theraoy as aoplied to;
Medicine
Neurology
Orthooedics
Surgery
(d) Ethics and administration
(e) Slectives
(f) Clinical oractice
The valuable oart olayed by the supolemental use of
visual aids in the "Graining situation employed in physical
therapy may be recognized in the stioulation by the Council
on Medical Education and Hosoitals'^ regarding facilities in
an acceptable school:
"Adequate equipment should include anatomic charts,
models, and other aids to effective teaching. It is
suggested that the student dissect at least a lateral
half of the numan cadaver or have the benefit of
demonstrations of such dissections, supolemented by the
use of the skeleton and disarticulated bones."
Eib. 1, Oo. cit . . Council on Medical Education and Hospitals.
can
Bib. 3, Loc. cit ..
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Programs in specialized study^ are being offered by
niany of the approved schools as advanced education for
qualified physical therapy technicians. Among such courses
are the following:
Recent developments in physical therapy,
Treatment of poliomyelitis,
Physical therapy in cerebral palsy.
Fever theraoy,
Psychosomatic aspects of physical therapy.
Films for the Curriculum Areas
(a) Aoolied Sciences
Anatomy.— An ijinder standing of the intricacies of structure
and the m.echanics of the human body is a requisite for
intelligent aoplication of the orinciples of ohysical therapyj
with special emphasis on muscle re-education. Films which
may be used in conjunction v/ith the teaching of anatomy are:
1
Ailementary Tract, The
Anatomy and Physiology
Anatomy of the Abo.ominal Wall, The.
Anterior Wrist and Hand
Arm and Forearm
Body Defenses Against Disease
C&re of the Feet
Cineplastic Operation on Arm Stump
Cineplastic Operation, The
Combined Operation - Fusion of Lumbo-Sacral Joint
Common Fractures
Contraction of Arteries and Arteriovenus Anastomoses
Control of the Sniall Blood Vessels, The
Control of Body Temoerature
Digestion of Foods
Develooment of the Nervous System
Effects of Heat and Cold on the Circulation of the Blood
Effects of liassage on the Circulation of the Blood
Endocrine Glands
Functional Treatment of Fractures, The
Heart and Circulation of Blood
Herniation of Int erve-i^tebral Disk
Introduction to Clinical Neurology, An
Living Cells - Chambers Film
Living; Cells - Lewis Film
Bib. 1, Committee on Education. "Education Section", The
Phygiotheraoy Heview_^_J?iLL. ^.7:110, Mar. -April, 1947. ~"—
c
ISolint, Fracture of Tibia
Splint, Fracture of the Os
Films for Anatomy - concluded
Living Tissue - Cultivation of
Living Tissue - Irraliation of
Mechanism of Breathing-
Mechanism of Cell Division
Nervous System, The
On Your Feet
Repair of the ..iedian Nerve
Skeletal Fixation by Stader
Skeletal Fixation by Stader
Calcis
Skin Grafting, No. 173
Skin Grafting, No. 373
Skin Grafting of War Wounds
Splinting of Fractures, The
Submaxillary and Suprascaoular Areas
Surgical Anatomy
Technique of Open Amputation
Technique of Skin Grafting
Thorasic Surgery, Part I, Hemothorax with a Consideraticn
of Specific Remedial Breathing Exercises
Vitallium Cuo Ar^hroolasty
Work of the kidneys, The
Pathology .— Knovrledge of tne structural and functional
cha.nges caused by disease or injury is essential. The
following films may be used for exploration of this subject.
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I, Upper
II, Lower
I
Ailementary Tract, The
Amputation Prosthesis and their Use, Part
Extremity
Amputa'cion Prosthesis and their Use, Part
Extremity
Amputation of the Lower Extremity
Eelou' Knee Amputation
Body Defense Against Disease
Burns
Care of Athletic Tyoe Injuries
Cs-re of the Feet
Cine'olastic Operation on Arm Stjtmp
Cineplastic Operation, The
Coiubat Faiigue - Psychosomatic Disorders
Combined Operation - Fusion of Lumbo-Ssxral Joint
Common Fractures
Contraction of Arteries and Arteriovenus Anastomoses
Control of Small Blood Vessels, The
Control of Body Temoerature
Convalescent Care and Rehabilitation of Patients with
Injury to the Soinal Cord
Digestion of Foods
Develooment of the Nervous System
Sffects of Heat and Cold on the Circulation of the Blood
Effects of Massage on the Circulation of the Blood
Endocrine Glajids
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Films for Pathology - concluded
Sxcystation of Endamoeba Histolytica
Functional Treatment of Fractures, The
Heart and the Circulation of the Blood
Herniation of Intervertebral Disk
Intocostrin in the Treatment of Acute Poliomyelitis
Introduction to Clinical Neurology, An
Living Cells - Chanbers Film
Living Cells - Lewis Film
Living Tissue - Canti Film
Mechanism of Breathing
Mechanism of Cell Division, The
Myasthenia G-ravis, Srb-G-oldflan Syndrone
Nervous System, The
Neuropsychiatric Disorders
Physical Diagnosis
Plastic Reoair of the Thigh Stump
Posture and Exercise
Nerve
Stader
Stader
Reoair oi tne i.^eaian
Skeletal Fixation by
Skeletal Fixation by
Solint,
Splint
,
Fracture
Fracture
of the
of the
Tibia
Os
Calcis
173
573
ith MeChoi yl by
a Considera-
ercises
Skin Grafting, No.
Skin Grafting, No.
Skin Grafting of War Wounds
Sol in ting of Fractures
Stimulation of Capillary Circulation
Ivlethod of Ion Transfer
Technicue of Ooen Amputation
Thorasic Surgery, Part I, Hemothorax with
tion of Specific Remedial Breathing Ex
Vitallium Cuo Arthroolasty
Work of the Kidneys, The
Physiology .— In the final analysis, the ohysiological
effect on living patients is the criteria for measuring
success in the various forms of therapy. The teciinician must
gain an under stsjiding of the physiological effects that each
physical treatment oroduces. ~ Films for use in physiology are:
Ailementary Tract, The
Anatomy and Physiology
Body Defenses Against Disease
Burns
Care of the Feet
Combat Fatigue - Psychosomatic Disorders
Contraction of Arteries and Arteriovenus Anastomoses
Control of the Small Blood Vessels
Control of Body Temoerature
Digestion of Foods
Development of the Nervous System
Effects of Heat and Cold on the Circulation of the
Blood
Endocrine Glands
Heart and the Circulation of the Blood
Introduction to C13 n1. caL-^Hjeurology , An

Films for Physiology - concluded
Living Cells - Chambers Film
Living Cells - Lewis Film
Living Tissue - Canti Films
Mechanism of Breathing
Mechanism of Cell Division, The
Nervous System, The
Posture and Exercise
Stimulation of Capillary Circulation with Mecholyl by
Method of Ion Transfer
7/ork of the Kidneys, The
Psychology . -- Favorable attitudes of mind are a con-
tributing factor in successful rehabilitation of the human
body. Sympathetic bonderstejiding of the iDrinciples involved
gjid a successful application are an 8.djunct to maximum
restoration of the ill and handicapped. The following film
may be found useful in this field:
Anatomy and Physiology
Combat Fatigue - Psychosomatic Disorders
Condition Improved
Control of the Small Blood Vessels
Control of the Body Temoerature
Convalescent Cs-re and Rehabilitation of Patients ?;ith
Injury to the Spinal Cord
Diary of a Sergeant
Development of the Nervous Sj^stem
Hydrotherapy
Introduction to Clinical Neurology, An
Life Begins Again
lieChanism of Breathing
Meet LicG-onegal
Milwa^okee Curative '7orkshoD
MilT';aukee Curative '^*'orkshop
Nervous System., The
Neuroosychiatric Disorders
Neurosurgery in an Overseas G-en eral Hosoital
Occupational Theraoy
Out of Bed into Action
Fre-School Program, for Cerebral Palsied
Psychiatry in Action
Reconditioning in the ETO
Rehabilitation for Cerebral Palsied Children
Rehabilitation - "''oyage to Recovery
Road to Recovery
School of Another Chance
Sky is the Limit
Swinging into Step
Therapeutic Exercise - Cerebral-Soinal Injuries
Training the Disabled
Adult Program
Children's Program
cc
i
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Phyglcs .— The appliances used in -ohysical therapy are
"based uoon the orinciples of oure science. Films which may
"be of use in demonstrating the princir:les of physics as
apolied to ohysical agents are:
Accent on Use
Aids in Ivluscle Training
Amputation Prosthesis and their Use, Fart I, UDDer
Extremity
Amputation Prosthesis and their Use, Part TI, Lo"'er
Extremity
Cineplastic Operation on Arm Stump
Cineplastic Operation, The
Comoined Operation - Fusion of Lumbo- Sacral Joint
Common Fractures
Convalescent Cs-re and Rehabilitation of Patients "^Ith
Injury to "Che Soinal Cord
Diary of a Sergeant
Effects of Massage on the Circulation of the Blood
Emergency First Aid
First Steps in First Aid
Fundamentals of I.Iassage
Heart and the Circulation of the Blood
Help Wanted
Hydrotherapy
Mechanism of Breathing
Meet LIcG-onegal
Milwaukee Curative "Vorksho-o - Adult Program
Milv;aukee Curative V/orkshop - Children's Program
Ne^.v Horizon, A
On Your Feet
Out on a Limb
Physical Therapy in the Treatment of Amputations, Part I,
Exercise, Massage, and Bandages
Plaster Casts
Pre-School Program for Cerebral Palsied
Rehabilitation for Cerebral Palsied Children
School of Another Chence
Skeletal Fixation by Stader S-olint, Fracture of Tibia
Skeletal Fixation by Stader Splint, Fracture of Os
Calcis
Splinting of Fractures, The
Sv/inging into Step
Teaching Crutch '.Talking
Therapeutic Uses of Heat and Cold, Fart I, Adininistratior)
of Hot Applications
Therapeutic Uses of Heat and Cold, Part II, Administra-
tion of Cold Applications
Thorasic Surgery, Part I, Hemothorax v-ith a Considera-
tion of Specific Remedial Breathing Exercises
Training the Disabled
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Films for Physics - concluded
UnderT^/ater Therapy
Vitallium Cup Arthoolastry
(b) Proceedures
Electro thera^3y . — The rational apiJ.i cation of electrO'
therapy is dependent upon a thorough knowledge of the
principles involved. Some films vjhich may be used to
demonstrate aspects of these principles are:
Accent on Use
Slectrodiagno stic Proceedures
Electromyographic Proceedures
Neuropsychiatric Disorders
Nev/ Horizon, A
Stimuletion of Capillary Circulation -"ith Mecholyl by
I.iethod of Ion Transfer
Therapeutic Uses of Keat and Cold, Part
tion of Hot Applications
Therapeutic Uses of Heat and Cold
tion of Cold Applications
I, Administra-
Part II, Administre."
Radiation .— The proper application requires a knov/ledge
of the different forms of radiation in the administration of
thermogenic and ultraviolet radiation. Films for this area
are
:
Accent on Use
Back to Battle
Effects of Heat and Cold on the Circulation of the Blood
Functional Treatment of Fractures, The
Ne?7 Horizon, A
Reconditioning in the ETO
Therapeutic Uses of Heat and Cold, Part I, Administra-
tion of Hot AD'olications
Therapeutic Uses of Heat and Cold, Part II, Administra-
tion of Cold Applications
Hydrotherapy . — Academic instruction as well ss
experience is necessary for successful a.Dplication of the
external use of v/ater in the treatment of disease or injury.
Films which demonstrate its use are:
Accent on Use
Effects of Heat and Cold on the Circulation of the Blood
Hydrotherapy
IJev-i Horizon, A
Therapeutic Uses of Heat and Cold, Part I, Administra-
tion of Hot Applications
II
c
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Films for Hydrotherapy - concluded
Theraoeutic Uses of Heat and Cold, Part II, Administra-
tion of Cold A^oplicat ions
Underwater Theraoy
Has^sage.— This measure of treatment is of orime
importance in the field of physical medicine and co-iiorehensive
knowledge of its use as ^rell as misuse is essential^. Some
films for this area are:
Accent on Use
Effects of Heat and Cold on the Circulation of the Blood
Effects of Massage on the Circulation of the Blood
Functional Treatment of Fractures, The
Fundamentals of Massage
Massage
Hew Horizon, A
Physical Theraoy in the Treatment of Amputations, Part
I, Exercise, iviassage, Bandages
Reconditioning in the ETO
Therapeutic Exercise. — This form of treatment, un-
related to the usual forms of exercise, is given an out-
standing olace in physical therapy where its use is in
strengthening weak muscles, in the re-education of muscles
with impaired nerve supply - as in infantile oaralysis or
peripheral nerve injury -, and for increasing range of joint
movement when tnere is limitation due to injury or long
immobilization. Films for demonstration purposes are:
Accent on Use
Aids in Muscle Training
Back to Battle
Back to Normal
Care of the Feet
C\neolastic Ooeration on Arm Stumo
Cineplastic Operation, The
Condition Improved
Convalescent Care and Rehabilitation o:
Injury to the Spinal Cord
Diary of a Sergeant
Electrodiagnostic Proceedures
Electromyographic Proceedures
Functional Treatment of Fractures, The
Hydrotheraoy
Patients ^'ith
Bib. 1, Doherty, V/illiam Brown,
Editors, Rehabilitation of
Library, New York, N. Y.
,
1943,
,
Runes, Dagobert D. Ph.D.
Injured
.
Philosophical
470 . II

Films for Therapeutic Exercise - concluded
Intocostrin in the Treatment of Acute Poliomyelitis
Introduction to Clinical Neurology, An
Mechanism of Breaxhing
Meet I.!cGonegal
Milwaukee Curative Workshop - Adult Program
Milwaukee Curative Workshop - Children's Program
Nervous System, The
Neuropsychiatric Disorders
Neurosurgery in an Overseas General Hospital
New Horizon, A
Occupational Therapy
On Your Feet
Out of Bed into Action
Physical Diagnosis
Physical Theraoy in the Treatment of Amputations, Part
I, Exercise, Passage, Bandages
Plaster Casts
Posture and Exercise
Pre-School Program for Cerebral Palsied Children
Psychiatry in Action
Reconditioning in the ETO
P.ecreational e.nd Occupational Theraoy
Rehabilitation for Cerebral Palsied Children
Rehabilitation - Voyage to Recovery
Repair of the l.edian Nerve
Road to Recovery
School of Another Chance
Skeletal Fixation by Stader Splint, Fracture of Tibia
Skeletal Fixation by Stader Splint, Fracture of the Cs
Calcis
Sky is the Limit, The
Splinting of Fractures
Sv/inging into Step
Teaching Crutch Walking
Therapeutic
Therapeutic
Therapeutic
Therapeutic
Theraoeutic
Therapeutic
Thorasic
Exercise - Introduction
Exercise - Cerebro-Soinal Injury
Exercise - Orthopedics
Exercise - Peripheral Nerve
Exercise - Tendon Transplants
Exercise - Thorasic Surgery
rt I, Hemothorax with a Consideratioidurgerv
,
of Soecific Remedial Breathing Exercises
Training the Disabled
Underwater Theraoy
Vitallium Cud Artliroolasty
104,
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(c) Physical Therapy as April led
to treatment in the various fields of medicine. The aoproved
course of study enables the student of physical thera^oy to
become acquainted ^"ith specific diseases and conditions to
which the use of physical therapy measures are closely
related. Suggested films for these areas are as follo'^'s:
Medicine .
—
Accent on Use
Body Defenses Against Disease
Burns
Coi-nbat Fatigue - Psychosomatic Disorders
Control of Body Temperature
Convalescexat Care and Rehabilitation of Patients with
Injury to the Spinal Cord
Digestion of Foods
Dressings and Bandages, Part I
Dressings and Bandages, Part II
Emergency First Aid
Endocrine G-lands
Excystation of Sndamoeba Histolytica
First Steps in First Aid
Heart and the Circulation of the Blood
Help wanted
Introduction to Clinical Neurology, An
Intocostrin in the Treatment of Acute Poliomyelitis
Living Cells - Chambers Film
Living Cells - Lewis Film
Living Tissues - Canti Films
Mechanism of Breathing
Mechanism of Cell Division, The
Medical History in Clinical Teaching
Milv/aukee Curative ?/orkshoD - Adult Program
Milwaukee Curative Workshoo - Children's Program
Myasthenia C-ravis - Erb-G-oldflan Syndrone
Physical Diagnosis
Pre-School Program for Cerebral Palsied
Recreational and Occuoational Theraoy
Rehabilitation for Cerebral Palsied Children
Road to Recovery
Stimulation of Capillary Circulation y:±th Mecholyl by
Method of Ion Transfer
Work of the Kidneys, The
Neurology .
—
Accent on Use
Aids in ]!.-uscle Training
Anatomy and Physiology
cc
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^Films for- Neurology- -'^^^1'^^^^
Anterior Wrist and Hand
Arm and Forearm
Back to Battle
Comoat Fatigue - Psychosomatic Disorders
Combined Operation - Fusion of Lumbo Sacral Joint
Convalescent Care and Rehabilitation of Patients ^^ath
Injury to the Spinal Cord
Develooment of the Nervous System
Herniation of Intervertebral Disk
Intocostrin in the Treatment of AcuDe Poliomyelitis
Introduction to Clinical Neurology, An
Milwaukee Curative V/orkshop - Adult Program
Milwaukee Curative Program - Children' s Program
Nervous System, The
Neuropsychiatric Disorders
Neurosurgery in an Overseas G-eneral Hospital
Pre- School Program for Cerebral Palsied Children
Psychiatry in Action
Rehabilitation for Cerebral Palsied Children
Reoair of the Median Nerve
Subm.axillary and Suoraclavicular Areas
Therapeutic Exercise - Cerebro-Spinsl Injuries
Theraoeutic Exercise - Peripheral Nerve
Underv/a t er Theraoy
Orthopedics .
—
Accent on Use
Aids in IJuscle Training
Amputation Prosthesis ana their Use,
Extremity
Amputation Prosthesis and their Use,
Extremity
Amputation of the Lower Extremity
Back to Battle
Below Knee Amoutation
Part I, Uooer
Part II, Lower
rpype InjuriesCare of Athletic
Care of the Feet
Cineolastic Operation on Arm Stump
Cineolastic Operation, The
Combined Operation - Fusion of Lumbo-Sacral Joint
Common Fractures
Condition Improved
Diary of a Sergeant
Dressings and Bandages, Part I
Dressings and Bandages, Part II
Emergency First Aid
First Steps in First Aid
Functional Treatment of Fractures, The
Help Wajited

F'ilms for Orthopedics - concluded
Chance
by Stader
by Stader
The
Solint
,
S'olint
Fracture
Fracture
Herniation of Intervertebral Disk
Life Begins Again
Meet lIcG-onegal
Milwaukee Curative Workshop - Adult Program
Milwaukee Curative Workshop - Children's Program
New Horizon, A
Occupational Therapy
On Your Feet
Out on A Limb
Physical Therapy in the Treatment of Amputations,
I, Exercise, Ilassage, and Bandages
Plaster Casts
Plastic Repair of the Thigh Stump
Pre-School Program for Cerebral Palsied
Reconditioning in the ETO
Recreational and Occupational Therapy
Rehabilitation of Cerebral Palsied Children
Road to Recovery
School of Another
Skeletal Fixation
Skeletal Fixation
Calcis
Sky is the Limit,
Solinting of Fractures, The
Swinging into Step
Teaching Crutch WS-lking
Technique of Open Amoutation
Therapeutic Exercise - Introduction
Therapeutic Exercise -
Therapeutic Exercise -
Therapeutic Exercise -
Training the Disabled
Underwater Theraoy
Vitallium Cup Arthroplasty
Surgery .
—
Accent on Use
Aids in Muscle Training
Amputation Prosthesis and Their Use,
Extremity
Amputation Prosthesis and Their Use,
Extremity
Amputation of the Lower Extremity
Below Knee Amoutation
Burns
Cineplastic Operation on Arm Stump
Cineplastic Operation, The
Combined Operation - Fusion of Lumbo-Sacral Joint
Part
of Tibia
of the Os
Orthopedics
Peripheral Nerve
Tendon Transplants
Part
Fart
I, Uoner
II, Lower
cI
Films for Surgery - concluded
Convalescent Care and Rehabilitation of Patients with
Injury to the Spinal Cord
Dressings and Bandages, Part I
Dressings and Bandages, Part II
Herniation of Intervertebral Disk
Neurosurgery in an Overseas General Hospital
Out on a Limb
Plastic Re^Dair of Thigh Stump
Repair of the Median Nerve
Skin Grafting, No. 173
Skin Grafting, No. 573
Skin Grafting of V/ar Wounds
Technioue of Open Amputation
Technique of Skin Grafting
Therapeutic Exercise - In"croduction
Theraoeutic Exercise - Cerebro-Spinal Injuries
Therapeutic Exercise - Thorasic Surgery
Thorasic Surgery, Part I, Hemothorax with a ConsideratiDn
of Specific Remedial Breathing Exercises
Vitallium Cup Artliroplasty
(d) Ethics and Administration
The subjects taught in this field embrace the relationships
that should exist betv/een the physician, the patient, and the
physical therapy technician; and the policies employed in
conducting the work in the field. The following films cover
various asoects of these subjects.
Accent on Use '
Back to Battle
Back to Normal
Condition Improved
Diary of a Sergeant
Functional Treatment of Fractures, The
Life Begins Again
Hedical History in Clinical Teacning
£,Iil?/aukee Curative Workshoo - Adult Program
Milwaukee Curative Workshop - Children's Program
New Horizon, A
Occupational Therapy
Out of Bed into Action
Out on a Limb
Pre- School Program for Cerebral Palsied
Psychiatry in Action
Recreational and Occupational Theraoy
Rehabilitation for Cerebral Palsied Children
Rehabilitation - Voyage to Recovery
School of Another Chance
T'raining the Disabled,
it
c
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(e) Electives
Related areas .— Electives may be chosen from related
areas. Suggested subjects are: asepsis, bandaging, first
aid, history of physical theracy, hygier.e, Joint measure-
ments, Journal club, public health, office routine,
occuoational therapy, records, social service. Some films
covering phases of these areas are:
Back to Normal
Care of Athletic Tyoe Injuries
Dressings and Bandages, Part I
Dressings and Bandages, Part II
Educational Services - I.Iethods of Teaching
Emergency First Aid
Film Strip Preparation
Film Tactics
First Steps in First Aid
Help Wanted
Medical History in Clinical Teaching
Ooeration of Motion Picture Projectors
Out of Bed into Action
Out on a Limb
Rehabilitation - voyage to Recovery
Training the Disabled
(f) Clinical Practice
Sup ervised '.'-ork experience .-- Adequ8.te practice is re-
quired in administering treatment in physical therapy under
qualified supervision and actual working conditions in a
hospital or other institution acceptable to the Council on
Medical Education and Hospitals of the American Medical
Association. Films which demonstrg.te clinice.1 practices ar.
Accent on Use
Aids in Muscle Training
Convalescent Care and Rehabilitation of Patients :vith
Injury to the Soinal Cord
Diary of a Sergeant
Functional Treatment of Fractures
Fundamentals of Massage
Hydrotherapy
Intocostrin in the Treatment of Acute Poliomyelitis
Massage
Milwaukee Curative Workshop - Adult Program
Milwaukee Curative V/orkshop - Children's Program
New Horizon, A
Pre-School Program for Cerebral Palsied
Rehabilitation for Cerebral Palsied Children
ILaachln^ . Crut_chJ.7alking
^^^^^^^^^^
fe
c
t
1
Clinical Practice - concluded
Therapeutic Exercise - Introduction
Therapeutic Exercise - Cerebro-Soinal Injuries
Therapeutic Exercise - Orthopedics
Therapeutic Exercise - Periphers.l Nerve
Therapeutic Exercise - Tendon Transolants
Therapeutic Exercise - Thorasic Surgery
Underwater Therapy

CHAPTER VI
SUIvMARY
1. The survey reveals a listing of 117 motion oicture
films available for teaching or demonstration ourooses in
the field of physical therapy.
2. A majority of the films were located in sources
other than those usually consulted for educational films.
3. Eighty-one of the moiion pictures listed indicate
the year of the film's oroduction. These range from 1933 to
1947. One film is listed as covering the period from 1922 to
1942. The following table indicates the num.ber of films
and the year of release:
Year Produced Number of F'ilms
1922-42 1
2
2
3
6
1
1933
1935
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
11
14
3
111.
c
4. Of the 117 listed, a total of 41 films released
during the years 1942 to 1948, are sponsored by the Surgeon
General's Office of the United States Army and the Bureau of
Medicine and Surgery of the United States Navy. It must be
noted also, that, as this study is being completed, add-
itional films are announced for release by these agencies
for the use of civilian medical grouos.
5. Thirty-one films, v/ere selected and shown in the two
programs of grouD review.
6. The grouo evaluation ratings, v/ith their consider-
ation as teaching aids in the field of -ohysical therapy, for
the thirty-one films reviewed, rank as follows:
Rating Number of Films
Excellent 7
Good 13
Fair 7
Poor 1
Difference of opinion - 3 films,
Graduate vote-Excellent)
Student Vote - Good ) ^
Student Vote - Excellent)
Graduate Vote - Good )
7. The descriptive content of the film as listed by
catalogues is often inadequate for judging value of the film
in a specific teaching situation. Films of the Medical
Departments of the U. S. Army and U. S. Navy are listed by
title only, which, as in the case of "Meet McGonegal" and
"Swinging into Step", reveal nothing of the film's content.
8. Booking films well in advance does not insure their
arrival for use at a ore-scheduled time. Films for the two
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programs of group-review, as used in this stuiy, were booked
in advance of the semester schedule for sho^^ing. However,
the programs as finally revieived constitute a rearrangement
due bO unforseen changes necessitated by transoortation
strike, errors in shipment, delayed arrival, and film library
cancellations for inventory purposes.
9. One of the films is accompanied by an exolanatory
script. The usual oractice of shipping the script ^'^ith the
film allows insufficient time for oroDer previewing and
preparation before the film is to be used.
10. Four of the films reviewed are sponsored by
national health agencies and four by commercial groups.
None of the eight films shown contains objectionable
advertising matter or mention other than naming the sponsor.
11. Eighty-two of the 117 medical films listed in this
survey are available on a loan-free basis to qualified i!
groups.
12. The study indicates a need for further exploration,
evaluation, sua correlation of the films available v/ith the
course of study in the field of physical thera-oy.
i
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